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MULTI-POLLUTANT CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 

Phillip D. Boyle 
President attd COO 

Powerspan Corp. 's Electro-Catalytie Oxidation, or ECO®, technology is an integrated multj-
pollutant control process that achieves major reductions in emissions of sulfur dioxide (SO2), 
nitrogen oxides (NO-x), tme particulate matter (PM^^), and mercury (Hg). Powerspan has been 
operating a 50-MW ECO commercial demonstration imit at FirstEnergy Coip's R.E. Burger 
Plant near Shadyside, Ohio, since February 2004. 

The unit h ^ demonstrated K^O's performmice, reliability, and economics in a commercial 
configuration. Ferdlizer co-product from tiie process has been sold commerciaUy. The Ohio Coal 
Development Office/Ohio Air Quality Development Authority has conuibuted $5.5 million to the 
project in addition to FirstBuergy md Powerspan's contributions. 

In. September-2005, Powerspan auecessfully completed a 180-day reliability test ofthe 
demonstration unit, and FirstEnergy armoimced plans to install an ECO system at the energy 
company's Bay Shore Plant Unit 4 (215-MW) in Oregon, Ohio. With successful completion of 
the 180-day î st and FirstEnergy's plans to install a foll-scaie ECO system, Powerspan has 
transitioned fiom development and demonstration to commercial deployment of ECO 
technology. This paper addresses the design, operation, and performance of the demonstration 
unit; process economics; and actions for commercially deploying the technology. 

mTRODUCTfON 

Coal-fired electric power gen^ation plants are tlie cornerstone of America's power system, 
accounting for over 300,O60 megawatts of generating capacity and producing approximately 51 
percent of the nation's electricit)'. Worldwide, coal is also the leading fuel used for generating 
electricity, accounting for over 40 percent ofthe world's electricity generation. While c ^ is the 
least expensive and most abundant fuel soorce for power generation^ the formation of NO ,̂ SO2, 
particulate matter (PM), and Hg as combustion byproducts is of concern for public health and the 

Both existing and new standards will require additional control of SO2 emissions, necessitating 
furdier instaUation of equipment that offers reductions similar to calcinm-based fine gas 
desulfurination (FGD) systems. New standards will also require furtlierNOx reductions and for 
the first time, control of merciuy and fine particulate matter (2.5 microns and less, PME.S)- The 
stringeucy and timing ofthe standards have created the need for power jplantowners to consider 
comprehen'sive approaches to emission reductions. A multi-pollutant control approach presents a 
cost-eifective aiteiiiative to tiie ti^ition of deploying separate add-on devices. Multi-pollutant control 
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solutions that can be adapted to various units and coal types ate particularly attractive to coal-fired 
gener 

Powerspan Corp,. (Portsmontli, New Hampshire) has suceesstlilly developed and demonstrated one 
solution. Powerspmi with support fit)m FirstEnerm? Corp. of Afeon, Ohio, has been engaged in the 
devislqjment of Els^tro-Catdytic Oxidation, EC(?, teclinology since 199S. Durmg the past tiiree 
years, Powerspan, FirstEner^, and the Ohio Coal Development Office (OCiX))/Ohio Air Quali^ 
Development Autiiority (OAQDA) have participated in a joint project to build and operate a 50-MW 
equivalent Commercial Demonstration Unit (CDU) of the ECO technology at FirstEnergy's R.E. 
Burger Plant near Shadyside, Ohio. Constmction ofthe CDU was completed in January 2004 with 
integrated system testing initiated in Febru^ 2004. Durmg the llrst y^r of testing aad operation, a 
number of changes and improvements were made, hi 2005, Powerspan focused ott extended runs of 
the unit, successfiiUy completing a 1 SO-day rehabiUty test in September, 

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

The ECO tecbnology is designed to simultaneously remove SOi, NO^, PM2.5, acid gases (such as 
hydrogen fluoride (HF), hydrochloric acid (HGl), and sulfur trioxide (SO3)), Hg, and other 
metals from the exhaust gas of coal-fired power plants. The ECO process converts incoming 
niu-ogfen oxide (NO) into more soluble NOx compounds, and then absorbs the SO3 and NOs 
compounds. The ECO process also oxidizes a portion of tlie elemental toercuiy to mercuric 
oxide. The converted mercwic oxide as well, as oxidized mercury originally in the flue gas is 
collected along with aerosols and fme particles in a wet electrostatic precipitator (WESP). 
Additionally, the ECO process produces a high value fertilizer co-product. 

in commercial ̂ plication, the ECO system is instiled downstream of a power plant's existing 
electrostatic precipitator or M>rie filter as d^icted in the Process Flow JDiagram of Figire 1. 

Figure 1. ECO Proes^s Flow Biagiram 
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ECO treats 'Rue gas in three process steps to achieve multi-pollutant removal In the first process 
step a barrier discharge reactor oxidiises gass^us pollutants to higher oxides. For example, nitric 
oxide is pxidis;^ to mUogen dioxide and nitric acid, a small portion ofthe sui&r dioxide is converted 
to' ̂ ifiiric acid, and elemental mercury is oxitfad to- mercuric oxide. Following tiie baitier discharge 
reactor is an ammonia scrubber, the second process step. The scmbber remove the sufc dioxide not 
convertedby thereat^or and, utilizbig.novel and proprietaiy chemical,controb, removes the oxides of 
nitrogen produced from the NO in the reactor. Without the couvojsion ofthe NO lo tugber oxides in 
tiie reactor, the NO would pâ ^ through die scmbber without being captured. Without the scrubber 
chemistry modifi^ to capmre the higher oxides of NO, specifically NO3, diese oxides would be 
released and not contribute to- NQ^ reduction. Thereftjre, the reactor and scrubber work: in 
combination to achieve the NOt reduction. Thediird pi-ocess step is a wet electrostatic precipitator 
(WESP) which follows the scrubber. It captures acid aerosols produced by the discharge reactor, fine 
particulate matter, and oxidized mercury. Hie WE,SF also capmres aerosols generated in the ammonia 

An absort^r tower contains, the scrubber md the WESP as shown in Figure 1, The scmbber contains 
two liquid loops, one for quenching the gas to saturation temperature and the ottier for use in the mass 
contactor to absorb the SO2 and the oxidi2^d NOx. The WESP l^s a water supply to periodically 
rinse the walls. All the liquid coming into the absoiber tower ultimately ends up in the lower quench 
loop. This liquid contains all the material removed from the flue ̂ s , which is m ihe fomi of 
dissolved ammonium suliate md nitrate s&\% dissolved and suspended Hg mid other mefeils, and 
captured line particu.late matter. The con.centration of solid particulate matter in the liquid is very low 
and the liquid is basically cl^r, tmlike Ihe slurry used in calcium-based SO2 scmbbers. 

The evaporation of water that occurs m cooling the flue ^ is used to concentmte the dissolved sate in 
the lower loop to just below the concentration at which the ammonium suliate solution saturates and 
begins to crystallke. When the lower loop reaches this ooncentratiou, a liquid streMU is drawn off the 
loop and pumped to the co-produet processing system. Tliis concfaTta-ated, el^r liquid sU-eara 
presents a very convenient opportunity to remove ccttistttuents not desired iu the fertilizer co-product, 
for exarr^le the fine peculate ash and the mercury. Simple filters and absorbent beds in the flow 
stream accomplish this functiotL The processing cations available for removing constituents from a 
clear liquid stream are significantly easier and cheaper than the processing liiar would be requii^ for 
solids or slurries. ITie ammonium suliate is then erystallized to produce a commercially valuable 
feitilizer. Some ofthe NOx oxidized in the barrier disete^e reactor precipitates as nitrate within the 
ammomum sui te crystal. This ammonium nitrate is not sep^able from the ammonium sulMe and 
adds soniewhat tO' the vdue of the fertilizer because i.t increases the nitrogen conteait above that wbich 
is provided by the ammoniimi. However, since only a fi^ciion of die NO^ is converted to nitric acid, 
(most is oxidized only to NO2) and since the NOx is a small fraction of the iocoming SO2, the 
d[)nc^tration of ammonium nitrate is usually only a percent or two of the arnmonvum suliate. In 
spite of &e increased supply of AS that will occur from widespread adoption of BCO, the fertilizer 
market, especially the nitrogen meurket, cm absojb this production while maitrtaining prices, which 
v^ll at a nunimum offset the reagent e^sts. 

There is no Uquid discharge from an ECO system. The only waste stre^ns are the small quantity of 
ash that escaped the plmit's particulate collection device and was captured in ECO's WESP aod the 
small volume of Hg adsorbent used to remove the Hg from the fertilizer liquid steam. 
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ECO OOMMERCIALBEMONSTEA'nON 

The ECO Commercid, Demonstration Unit (CDU) was the last s t^ in. moving ECO technology 
from development- scale to full commercial scale. Two ofthe three .flue gas processing steps in 
ECO, the dieiectiic banier discharge reactor and the WESP, are- inh.erendy modidar. For each of 
these, scaling to treat largo* gas volumes is accomplished by replicadng a single gas treatment passage 
multiple times. The g(^netry and e^erating conditions ofthe gas passage £u-e not changed as the 
unit is scaled up; therefore, the physics and chemistry of what happens in a gas passage are n.ot 
changed. The situation is analogous, to dry electrostatic precipitatoî , wherein once the plate 
geometry, electtode configumtion and spacing, and. gas velocity_ are established, the piwipitator is 
scaled to kurger units by adding ̂ as p^sages. The pri.mary Vimable that can affect performance widi 
this scahng approach is uniform gas distribution. Althoi^ often ehallet^ng, gm distribution is an 
underatood phenomenon, which t^i be managed. 

The feird processi.ng step, tiie scrubber,, is not moduiar in (he same way the reactor and WESP are. 
However, sembbers have be^ built in a wide ran^ of sizes, and the engineering knowled^ to build 
units to 500 MW and lat^r exists with nmiy suppliers. 

Powerspan's 50 MW ECO Commercial Demoustration Unit (CDU) was built at FirstEnergy's 
R.E. Burger Plant near Shadyside, Ohio, to demonstrate the commercial readiness of ECO 
technology. The plant, shown in Figure 2, is located on the Ohio River in southeastern Ohio. 

Mgwre 2: FirstEnergy's R.E. Burger Plant 
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The primary objective of the project was to demonstrate, at co.mmercial scale, the ECO 
technology as an integrated, cost-effective multi-pollutant control system, which achieves major 
reductions in emissions of SO2, NOx, PM2.5, and air toxics, including mercury. Additionally, the 
ECO technology was intended to maximize byproduct utilization and minimize generation of 
solid and liquid w^tes. 

The .Birrger CDU was designed and constructed as a stand-alone, slipstream u.iijt' di^wing flue 
gas from the Burger Plant Unit No. 4 or Unit 5 ductworic at a point do^rastream of the Plant's 
existing electrostatic precipitator. The treated flue gas is remmed to the existing Plant ductwork 
just prior to the stack. The CDU consists of a barrier discharge reactor section and an absorber 
towercontaining a wet scrubber and a wet electrostatic precipitator (WESP), Powerspan was 
responsible for the ECO process design, supplied the ECO reactors and power supplies as well as 
the WESP, and provided overall project management and direction. Wheelabrator Air Pollution 
Control, Inc. performed most of the detailed system desi^ to Powerspan specifications and 
managed the construction. The CDU was designed and built to utility standards, with die 
exception that redundant components were not installed in many locations as a money-saving 
feature. Figure 3 below is a simphfied rendering ofthe Bui^er CDU layout. 

Figure 3. SimptMed Rendering ofthe Burger C D U Layout 
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AS shown in the figure above, the 
reactor enclosure and the absorber 
buildings (not shown in figure) were 

ger CDU is divided into two primary structures, the ECO 
, which also contains the WESP. CDU support 

designed and laid out in close proximity to the CDU to 
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house ancillary electrical and mechanical equipment, continuous emi.ssions monitoring, system. 
(OEMS) insunmentation, and the CDU control room. This configuration was designed to 
minimize tire fo.otprint ofthe ECO system to efficiently utilize the limited available space. 

Every aspect ofthe CDU project was designed and constructed in accordance, with utility standards. 
The components and npterials are tfie same as will be used in a ftill-sc^leinstailatipn. The unit was 
designed to operate continuously and u>foUow the load of die unit flue gas is drawn from. CDU 
conlTol sj^tems are programmable logic controller (PLQ-based with sua operator interfiice that is 
consistent with those currently used for other plant equipment; The desi^ intent ofthe CDU is to 
ensure.that ̂ ccessfUl opet^tion of tiie unit confirms the commercial readiness ofthe system as it 
relates to performance, reliability, and economics. The CDU is currently operated such that it 
effectively serves as the first commercial inslallation and th^efore allows subsequent purchasers to 
avoid the difficulty that goes with the first-of-a-kind installation.. 

The plan view in. Figure 4 shows the layout ofthe major CDU components as consttucted in the 
available space between the existing Butter Plant slrucmres and tberiverbank. The CDU footprint, 
represented by the dashed line, is ̂ proximately 50 feet wide by 200 feet long. 

Figure 4. Plan View of Major Components 

CDU flue gas Supply and return 

Absorber tower 

The photograph ofthe completed CDU in Figure 5 below i 
CDU' components as installed. Construction ofthe Burger 
Unit startup and commissioning was convicted by Febmary 
testing was initiated in February 2004-

the location ofthe major 
was completed in January 2004. 
, and the first integrated system 
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Figures. ECO Commercial Demonstration UM* 
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Review of Process Components 

Barrier Plscliarge Reaetor 

The dielectric hairier discharge reactor is a well-known device for ereati.tig high-energy electrons 
that correspond to beinĝ  at a hightemperatture, wi&out Kttpending thê  etiergy to heat up-the gas 
molecules. By placing a dielectric barrier-between two electrodes^ the formation of an are is 
prevented when the voltage reaches the breakdown Volt^e of the gas. Instead of an arc, which 
would concentrate the electron flow jn:a narrow chmmel, thousands of micro-discharges occur 
over the surface ofthe dielectric. This discharge pattern, is an eflicient way to distribute the 
discharge over a volume. The electrons from this process have an average energy of five eV, 
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ideal for breaking down existing oxygen and water molecules in the flue gas to create atomic 
oxygen and hydroxy! mdicals. These radicals are tlie foundation ofthe oxidation reactioi^ 
initiating tiie ECO process chemistry summarized in the Technol^^y Overview above. 

Dielectric barrier discharge reactors have been used for many years to generate ozone. In an 
ozonator, cylindrical coaxial electrodes are used to treat oxygen in ihe annulus between the inner 
electrode and the outer tube. This is the same ̂ ometry used in Powerspan reactors, although 
ozone is not produced by the BCO reactors dnt to the relatively high temperature ofthe treated 
flue gas. 

Powerspan's CDU reactor design employs 737 tubes in parallel as shown in Figure 6 below. 
Since each ofthe mbes is identical and runs under identical conditions, performance from 
electrode to electrode does not vary significantly for a givm reactor. Scaling ofthe reactors to 
larger capacities is done not by changing the tube geometry to handle more gas in each mbe, but 
by simply adding more tubes. This scaling process is the same as used to scale up a precipitator. 
Once the gas passage height, spacing, electrode configttration, and numbei' of fields are 
detennined, additional gas handling capability is obtained by adding additional gas passages. 
The CDU has nine reactor bundles. Each bundle contains multiple gas passages and is powered 
by a separa^ power supply. 

Powerspan .has gained, extensive-experience oyer the past several years cksigning, constructing, 
and operating dielectric battier discharge reactors for flue gas processing. This experience has 
been important to the design and deployment ofthe .Burger CDU reactor system. Figure 6 below 
is a three dim.ensional rendering of a single niodule reactor designed specifically for the Bui-ger 
CDU project. Each reactor module is a cube approximately 5 H feet on a side. 

Figure 6. CDU Reactor Module 
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As.more reactor bundles are added to scale die unit to larger ga^ flows, one ofthe major design 
ehalienges is ensuring uniform gas distribution. If gas flow is not uniformly distributed across < 
array of reactors, the gas will not be uniformly treated and the efficiency ofthe unit wilt 
decrease. The nine reactor bundles in the CDU are positioned in a tihreerby-three grid. Because 
gas distribution is the most significant \wiabie iti scahng ofthe diel^fric barrier dischajge rector, 
Powersj^n used botii computational fluid dy.nami<̂  as well as physical modeling to design the 
reactor housing. The results ofthe model were used to design baifies and turning vanes to 

Reactor Fewer Supplies 

The dielectric barrier discharge reactor requires dmple AC high voliBge. The waveform is not 
important, and r^id rise tim^ or power pulses are not inquired. Cousequenily, the power supplies 
are medium ii^ut voltage units (480V) using standard components feeding a conventiotml design high 
voltage transformer. Additionally, the p ^ voltage used in the reactor is less tima half the voltage 
used in utility dry precipitators. Tlierefore, readily avail^le cable and insulators provide the required 
isolMiCffl to route tie high voltage, to the reactors, 

Powerspan has worked witii NWL of Bordentown, NJ, to develop ̂ e reactor power supplie*;. "NWL 
has frovided transformer lectifier sets and precipitator controls to the utiUty indusuy for maî y years, 
NWL adapted an existing power supply design to tiie needs of the Powerspan dielitric barrier 
di^harge reactor. NWL power supplies have been used for laix>ratory rî M;tors at F'owerspan and at 
the Powenipan Burger pilot. Altiion^i specifically designed to match the ECO reacto!*̂  impedance, 
the power si^^ly is based on an existing NWL design The AC output ofthe power supply's bridge 
is fed to the step-up transfom-ier lo produce the high voltage medium frequency output required 
by the ECO reactor. NWL has provided .twelve 250 kW power supplies for the 50 MW 
Commercial Demonstration Unit. Figure 7 depicts the power supplies as installed at the Burger 

Figure 7. ECO Reactor Power Supplies 
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NWL and their alliance partner. Magna fN̂ wer Eleenonics (MPE), have produced power supplies of 
this d^ign in die range of 10 kW io 600 kW. To date, numerous applicati.ons .have used this ragged 
solution, including oil processing, TV tem^nitters, capacitor charging telecom, and electix>n beam 
heating. Estimatedineantimebetweenfeilure^perMilhandbookllTEis 117,53.5hours,or 
approximately 13.4 .years. 

Absorber Tower 

After the flue gas is treated by the dielectric barrier discharge reactor, the gas enters a vertical 
two-loop scrubber toWer. Wheelabrator Air Pollution Control, Inc. (WAPQ and Powerspan 
developed the wet scrubber design for this portion ofthe system. The CDU scrubber utilizes a 
two-loop design wherein a lower loop circulates to quench the ̂ , and an upper loop performs the 
chemical scrubbing. The liquor in the two loops is kept sepai^ed by a separation tray. This desi^ 
was used .in some early instalbtions of calcium-based SO2 scrubbing, when it wf̂  believed that 
separating the quenching Uquid from the scrubbing liquid would improve performance. Altliougli 
current calcium-based SO2 scrubbers do not tieed to keep these loops separated, the ECO chemistry is 
different in the fewer loop than the uppei- loop, so tJiis techu.ology is a good match for an ECO system-
Figure S is a drawing of die tower. 

Figure S. Drawing of Absorber with WESP (Typical Commercial Configuration) 
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Scahng for increase gas, volume is done by incmasing the diameter of die tower and keying ttie gas 
velocity, and therefore the residence time, the same in each process element indq>endent of tlie 
quantity of gas being freated. 

Wet .Electrostatic Pre.ei0J.ta.tor..('WlS.P') 

The CDU. WESP is a tubular, up-tlow design and is similar to WESPs imed in other appHcations. 
Such a configuration has zero bypass or sneakage and generates die most uniform corona and 
electric collection field of all the practical configurations. Scalmg such units to larger gas flows 
is accomphshed fay simply adding more tubes. 

The CDU WESP utilizes a two-field configuration. The WISP utilizes; NWL. switch mode power 
si^plies dtat produce a near pure DC output for maximmn power input to the field. The result is a 
very high, level of collection. Spmy noz2les allow for wash, down of each fx̂ ld using sea-vice water. 
Tills water eventually mixes with the liquor in the tower and provides some ofthe makeup for the 
water lost during evapomtive cooling of tiie incoming gas. The first field is shorter than the second 
fiekl and is able to handle high inlet loadhtg. The second .field is expected to see lower loading due to 
the particulate removed by the first -field and, as such, should not reqiure wash down as frequently. 
This will minimize the loss of collection; time that occuî  during wash down. Figure 9 shows the 
origmal electrodes utilized in the CDU WESP. A typical commercial instaUation will likely use 
three fields to provide additional performance margin. 

Figure 9. CDU WESP Tubes and Electrodes 

Fertiliser Co-ProdtictProcesstng 

ihe fi^ue gas The scrubbing liquor, which removes SC^ and 
the atmnonium sulfate co-product, provides the makeup liquid to 
section. Water ev^oration that occurs- when queiKhing the flue gas to saturation concentrates die 
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anmionium sulfate co-product. In full-scale cmnmereial units, a crys^Itzer would be eonstmcled at or 
near die site to precipitate ctystals froM the liquid cO*product feed liquor. Cr>'Stallized product can 
be sold directly into the market, or granulation equipment can be used to create a mons regular and 
larger ̂ ^nule from the ciystaJs. 

At the Burger CDU, the relatively gmall quantity of co-product material generated did not warrant 
iosl^lation of a crystallizer to increase the value of the co-product. .Instead, the avproduct stream of 
mnmonium sulfate (AS liquor) is stored and shipped as a Uquid fertilizer product with an approximate 
mialysisof 8% mOx}gen, 9% sulfur, and apH of 5.5-6.0. Total production and sale of this product 
averaged approximately 2,000 tons per montli during continuous oper^ioos in 2005. 

The liquid co^product has been, distributed by both tmck and rail tankers. The co-product v^s 
Uucked out during initial CDU operaticms, prior to-the installation of a .rail car loading station at the 
Burger Site. The liquor has been piimariiy used as a blend wife existing liquid plant nutrient, 
specifically. Urea Ammomum Nitrate (U AN). Continual testing of tiie liquor is performed on site, or 
at independent laboratories to verify the co-product meefe commercial specifications. Additionally, 
batches of the liquid product have been processed in a lab-based eiystiillizer to demonstrate die 
suitabiUty of die feed Hquor for Ms. proc^sing. 

Logistics for the CDU fertilizer product and evaluation of'n& <^lity have been conducted by Tlie 
Andersons Inc., a diversified agribusiness and retailing coit|3any based in Maumee, Ohio. The 
Andei^ns are an alliance partner with Powerspan. 

CPU Operations 

CDU' uitegrated system testing was initiated in Febmary 2004. During the first year of testing and 
operation, a number of changes-^d improvemeuts Were made. The CDU \ms one performance 
limitatiou relative lo full-scale commercial ECO units. A tower height established early in the 
design process limited the height ofthe absorber section. Consequently, NOs removal does not 
reach the 90% reduction from 0.4 Ib/inmBtu inlet of which the process is capable. Absorber 
heiglit was shown to be the only constmint to achievii^ the design reduction of 90%. A 
slipstream tower with increased absorber height was constructed adjacent to the CDU, This Test 
Loop demonstrates 90% NOx, removal. 

By,the start of 2005, the unit was opemted generally on a five day a week basis to. gain run time 
and provide confirmatory operating data. Periodically, the unit would be run for t̂ vo weeks at a 
time. In Mmch 2005, Powersp^ initiated a ISO-day performance and reliabiliiy test,, which was 
successfolly completed in September 2005; Operations during die I SÔ tfey run were documented 

1. Daily logs recorded the operating status ofthe plant, 
2. An automated data acquisition system recorded plmit operating parameters (flows, 

temperatures, pressures, pH, deusities, and CEM system results) continuously. 
3. A spreadsheet tracking the key peiformance factors was updated aiid issu,ed daily. 
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iTiirty-day rolling averages tor SO2 and N0> emissions were calculated in accordance with U.S. 

Figures 10 and 11 depict the control room and inlet 

Figure 10, ControLRoom with Computer 

and outlet CEMS, respectively. 

Terminal Interfaces t© PLC System 
oAi .r-

rure U. Inlet and Outlet CEMS and Wet Chemistry Facility for 
Monitoring CDU 

a 

B 
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The CDU performed steadily, achieved predictable results, and met all perfonnan.ee objectives 
over the continuous six-month period. At the end ofthe 180-day ttst, performance was 
essentially unchanged from die start ofthe run. The operating data indicates the unit could have 
continued to vmx indefinitely. Post operating run internal inspections support this conclusion. A 
summary ofthe unit's performance is iueluded in Table I below. 

Table t. Performance Summary of 180~Day Reliability Ewn 

S02 

NO. 

Hg 
PM2.5 

Reliability 

Operability 

Pollutants 
Removed 

Co-Product 
Generated and Sold 

> 98% removal 
90% removal (CDU with limited packing height consistently achieves 
70%; Test Loop adjacent to CDU proves 90% capability) 
85% removal 
< G.Ol Ib/mmBtu at outlet 
Operated continuously for six months (03/20/05 - 9/20/05); 
> 98% on-line availabili^ even though, as a money saving feature, the 
CDU was not designed witii component redundancy 
Maintained performance through load followii^- system transients, and 
plant upsets 
3,000 tons of SO2 
125 tons of NOx ., 

1,8,5.00 tons of liquid ammonium Sulfate feiilUzer (1-S5 railcars) 

CAPITAL ANB OPERATmC COSTS 

Capital Cost 

Capital cost comparisons to conventional technology are strongly affected by several site specific 
factors, including the degree of difficulty ofthe retrofit, the i-eagent design requirements, e.g. 
anhydrous versus aqua ammonia and the days of storage required, and what is included in the 
conventional technology comparison, e.g. dry versus wet scrubbing and activated-carbon 
injection for mercuiy control or relying on eo-^enefii removal ratos. In spite of these 
complications, however, die ECO system has many features tiiat are inherently sinxpler or that 
aid in construction, such that it is expected that BCO will be tower cost than conventional 
technology, These features include: (1) the location ofthe ECO umt after the dry electrostatic 
precipitator, thereby avoiding the stmctural difficult of placing a selective catalytic reduction 
system high in theflue gas train at the boiler outlet, (2) the use of a clear liquid scrubbing 
system, reducing the wear on components,"(3) the use,of liquid reagents and co-product effluent, 
reducing the diy material handling required by conventiorml scrubbing systems. Specific cost 
comparisons have supported the expectation that ECO capital cost will be lower than 
conventional technology .for the control of SO2, NOjĉ  PM2.S, and Hg. powerspan expects ECO to 
be approximately 10-20% less-than'conventional technology on average, depending on site 
specifics and the conventional technology required to achieve similar performance. 

http://perfonnan.ee
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The calculation of operating costs depends on a number of factors, the most important of which 
are die incoming NO^ level, the cost of electricity, the cost of ammonia, and the revenue from 
fertilizer sales. These factors atfect the opemting cost calculation as follows: 

L Incoming NOĝ  .level: The NOx removal iu m ECO system is controlled, by the rate of 
conversion in the ECO reactor of NO to NO2 and HNO3. The physical processes 
occurring in the reactor are such that the NO conversion is a mass-based process rather 
than a percentage-based process. That is, for a fixed energy input, a fixed mass, rather 
than-a frxed percentage, of NO is converted. Additionally, as tiie mass of NO to be 
converted increases above a certain point, the energy required for the conversion 
incre<^es per unit of .mass. The restilt is that substantial energy reductions are achieved 
by lowering the inlet NOx level. 

2. Cost of electricity: The ECO reactor operates cm eleeuical power. Consequently, 
electricity bel^ves as a reagent and the cost assigned to it affects the calculated opei*ating 
cost. In assigning a cost to electrical power for estimating ECO operating cost, it is 
important to realize that the amount of power used by the ECO reactor is completely 
adjustoble in real time. ECO reactor power can be turned up and down as grid 
requirements (and wholesale prices) warrant. At my time that a systean is not operating 
at maximum capacity, electrical power- could be valued -at the marginal cost of 
production. Some utilities have pointed out that the ability to reduce power input to the 
ECO reactor instaniBncousIy and redirect titat power to the grid would allow die power to 
be sold as spinning reserve. The flexibility of elecfrical power input to the ECO reactors 
is valuable and should be recognized when determining what cost to use for electrical 
power in an economic evaluation, 

3' Cosl of ammonia and revenue from fertilizer sales: The cost ofthe ammonia reagent and 
the revenue from sale of ammonium sulfate are related. Ammonia is an ingredient in 
ammonium suliate, and tiie historical trend is for die price of ammonium stilfate to rise 
and fall with ammonia prices. The spread between the two prices is driven by the 
premium fonn ofthe nifrogen in ammoniimi sulfete compared to the form of nifrogen in 
ammonia and by the presence ofthe sulfur in ammonium sulfate, which is a needed plant 
nutrient. Figure 12 shows the historical relationship by plotting the price on the basis of 
cost per pound of nitrogen forseveral ofthe most commonly used fertilizers, Note the 
top line is atnmonium sulfate and the bottom line is anhydrous ammonia. Historically, 
ammonium sulfate prices are correlated with 0.72 correlation factor to ammon.ia. 

Plant location is a factor in the economics of offsetting tiie armtionia reagent cost with Ihe 
revenue from the fertilizer sales. Plant location is a factor iu whetiier anhydrous 
ammonia can be used, which results in a substantial reduction in the cost ofthe ammoma. 
Plant location also plays a role in the ^nsportation costs which have to be subtracted 
from the sale price ofthe ammonimn sulfate. 
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Comparison of FertiHziirg Pricing in 
Dollars per pound of Nitrogen 

-^-4" AS (21% N) 

--*"• AN (33.5%N) 

Urea. {46% N) 

UAN (28% N) 

«H3(a2%M) 

1997 1998 1999 200© 2D01 2002 2003 2004 

It should be noted that since each ton of ammonia-makes about four ions offeitilizer, a 
$40 -increase in the per-ton cost of ammonia is recovered by a SlO increase in the per4on 
price of fertilizer. 

4. Sutftur content of the coal: The .sulfur content of theeoal determines the quantity of 
ammonium sulfate generated at the plant and thus, the total revenue available to offset 
expenses. Some expenses are relatively fixed, such as maintenance and personnel, and 
some vary witii conditions other tiiMi input sulfur, such as electrical power for fan 
pressure and ECO reactor operations. As the sulfur level in the coal rises, the revenue 
increases faster th.an tiie expenses increase. Thus, tibie net operating cost decreases for 
higher sulfiir coals. 

In addition to die above factors, as an integrated pollutant removal system, the individual 
operating cosfe are not readily aligned with a specific pollutant. Consequemly, a single number 
cannot be used to describe the cost per ton of pollutant removed for an .EGO system. Instead, the 
total operating cost for an ECO system should be €Qmpa.red with the sum ofthe operating costs 
for competitive conventional technologies requimd to achieve the same level of pollution 
ccmtrol. Having done many such reviews, the ECO system is generally more economical than. 
conventional technology, even witiiout considering the value ofthe reduced PM.3,5 and mercury 
emissions. 
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Impact of Widespread ECO Adoption on the FertllisEer Market 

The economic benefits of ECO technology are dependent, in pan, on tlie ability to market the 
fertilizer co-productj ammomum sulfate (AS). Powerspan and its partner, The Andersons Inc., 
c<mduGted an analysis ofthe market for AS to understand how broad adoption of ECO could 
affect the long-term value of the fertilizer co-product and, hence, the annual operating costs of 
the system.. Given the increasing demand for agronomic sulfiir, the advantages of AS as a direct 
application fertilizer, and the price premium of AS over other ni.trogen fertilizers, the analysis 
indicates that tlie U.S. fertilizer marieet should readily absorb AS co-product generate from 
ECO installations. In any foreseeable scenario, die value ofthe AS co-product will offset the 
cost of the incoming ammonia reagent as well as the operating cost ofthe co-product production 
;fecility. hi most scenarios, the value ofthe AS coupl^ witii the avoidance of landfill or disposal 
expenses yields a cash -flow tiiat exceeds the reagent and co-produet production facility operating 
cost. 

Powerspan's conclusions are supported by a study conducted by the Electric Power Research 
Instimte (EPRl), which explored the market for ammonia-based fertilizers produced in power 
plants. Major findings ofthe EPRl smdy are: 1) fertilizer demand is large enough to absorb AS 
production frmn ECO systems; 2) AS may continue to obtain a premium over nitrogen-based 
fertiUzers due to growing soil deficiencies; 3) Absent increasing AS deoi^id, AS would at least 
be priced equivalent to its nitrogen content; and 4) The AS price should always cover die cost of 
ammonia needed to produce the AS, 

COM.MERCIAL DBPLOYM..ENT ACTIVITIES 

With the successfril. completion of the 180-day peiformance and retiability test at the CDU, the 
ECO commercial demonstration is complete. Powerspan has transitioned from development and 
demonstration ofthe technology to commercial deployment. In September 2005, FirstEnet^y 
announced plans to install a full-scale ECO system at their Bay Shore Plant Unit 4 {215*MW) in 
Oregon, Ohio, Design engineering will commem ê In the first quarter of 2006. Powerspan is 
also Vi'orking with other generating companies to evaluate the application of BCO to their 
generating fleets. 

FirstEnergy's decision to move forward with a full-scale ECO system was the culmination of a 
detailed due diligence effort conducted by a multi-disciplinary team. In late 2004 FirstEnergy 
assembled a l5-member team that conducted a U)-month in-depth effort to prove ECO 
com.mercial viability. Fit^tEnergy also worked- with the Electric Power Research Institute 
(EPRl) under a program to test ECO pollutant removal, audit analyzer readings, analyze the 
fertilizer market {.summarized above), and commission the engmeering firm Bums Ŝ- McDonnell 
to conduct a reliability study. This smdy indicated that an ECO installation would be as reliable 
as conventional technology. 

In addition to FirstEnergy's announcement regarding the Bay Shore Plant, FirstEnergy also 
announced plans in September to pilot test Powerspan's carbon dioxide (CO2) removal 
technology at the R.E. Burger ,Plant, The CO2 capture process is expected to be i^adily 
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integrated with the ECO technology. Although CO2 limits are not mandated by the U.S. EPA, a 
CO2 removal process that could be cost effectively retrofitted on existing air pollution control 
equipment would provide generation owners witii a valuable hedge against fUture regulatory risk. 

Powerspan is developing the CO2 removal process m cooperation with the U.S. Department of 
Energy's (DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory. In May 2004, Powerspan and the 
DOE announced a cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) to develop a 
cost-e^ctive CO2 removal process for coal-based power plants. Tlie regenerative process uses 
an ammonia-based solution to capture CO2 in flue gas and prepare it for subsequent 
sequestration; after regeneration the ammonia solution is recycled. The scope ofthe three-year 
CRADA bicludes laboratory testing, pilot testing, and detailed studies ofthe CO2 Capture process 
economics. The results ofthe pilot test at the R.E. Burger Plant will be used to confirm process 
design and cost estimates. 
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An Economic Scoping Study for CO2 Capture Using Aqueous Ammonia 

Executive Summary 

This technical and economic scoping analysis compares CO2 capture from flue gas using an aqueous 
ammonia (AA) chemical sorbent to state-of-the art amine technology. The analysis is based on research 
into AA-based CO2 capture conducted at NETL*s Carbon Sequestration Science Focus Area. CO2 
capture is considered as a part of a multi-pollutant control system applied to a grass-roots coal-fired 
power plant. 

Like amine, the AA system is a liquid chemical sorbent, but AA technology has two key advantages. 
First, aqueous ammonia is less expensive than amines ($0.30/lb CO2 carrying capacity versus $3.8/lb 
CO2) which will lower chemical make-up costs. Second, AA has a lower heat of reaction for regenerating 
the chemical sorbent (262 Btu/lb CO2 captured versus 825 for mono-ethanol amine). Assuming similar 
benefits from heat integration between the two CO2 capture processes, the aqueous ammonia process is 
estimated to use 500 Bm of steam per lb CO2 captured compared to 1,621 Btu for amines. 

It is estimated that aqueous ammonia technology can reduce the heat rate of a PC power plant equipped 
for CO2 capture from 11,896 Btu/kWh (amine capture) to 10,140 Btu/kWh. The CO2 compression load is 
nearly the same in both cases, but the parasitic consumption of steam is 67% less in the AA case. The 
capital cost is reduced from $2,231/kW to Sl,800/kW, partially due to the cascading effect of improved 
efficiency. AA also offers lower net cost for SO2, NOx, and mercury control tiiat benefits die economics 
of a multi-pollutant system. Fertilizer by-product offers net revenue of 0.50 cents/kWh and the reduced 
cost for capturing mercury, negligible for AA and $7,000/lb mercury for a carbon adsorbent system 
provides 0.04 cents/kWh of savings. 

In a supercritical power plant with a multi-pollutant control system, aqueous ammonia has the potential to 
provide a net cost of CO2 capture of $ 14/metric ton of CO2 emissions avoided (a 21 % increase in COE 
compared to a pulverized coal power plant without CO2 capture). However, in an ultra-supercritical 
steam cycle, aqueous ammonia has the potential to provide a net cost of CO2 capture of $13/metric ton of 
CO2 emissions avoided with only an 18% increase in COE. The current cost of CO2 capture using amines 
is $47/metric ton of CO2 emissions avoided (a 67% increase in COE relative to a PC power plant without 
CO2 capture). Research challenges include accommodating the flue gas temperature of 130**F, which is 
hotter than optimal for aqueous ammonia capture, and minimizing ammonia loss in the absorption tower 
and ammonia slip out the stack. 

Background: Analysis Goats and Methodology 

The Carbon Sequestration Program at NETL has set the following goals for technologies developed under 
its CO2 capture research portfolio [II: 

• Technologies for CO2 capture from combustion-based steam power plants should capture at least 
90% of CO2 emissions while increasing the cost of electricity by no more than 20% 

• Technologies for CO2 capmre from gasification-based systems should capture at least 90% of 
CO2 emissions while increasing the cost of electricity by no more than 10%. 

This analysis is one of several being conducted to determine the degree to which selected CO2 capture 
technologies have the potential to achieve the program goals and to establish a framework for evaluating 



progress toward the goals. The aqueous ammonia concept is being pursued within NETL's Carbon 
Sequestration Science Focus Area [2]. 

Research on aqueous ammonia use for CO2 capture is at a very early stage, and a detailed system analysis 
at this time is not possible. Instead, an economic scoping study has been conducted to quantify the 
potential benefits of this technology. Our methodology is to develop a heat and material balance for a 
base case pulverized coal (PC) fned plant with amine-based CO2 capture, using data from published 
studies [3,4], Then, the performance ofthe new technology is compared to that ofthe amine system by 
developing a heat and material balance and an estimate ofthe differences in capital and operatmg cost 
relative to the base case amine. Where possible, design heuristics (i.e. mies of thumb or guidelines from 
published papers) were used to estimate flows and sizes of equipment. However, some sizing and costing 
algorithms are employed for specific equipment such as CO2 compressors and gas/liquid contact towers. 
For this initial assessment, a rigorous modeling of unit operations was not performed. This is an area for 
later work as development ofthe technology progresses. 

Figure I shows the system boundary used for this analysis. In estimating the impact of CO2 sequestration 
on the cost of electricity, the cost and energy consumption of pipeline transport for 10 miles and injection 
into a saline formation 1,500 ft below the surface was included. The CO2 transport and storage 
performance/economics were based off data presented in a recent DOE/TVA study entitled, "Economic 
Evaluation of CO2 Storage and Sink Enhancement Options" [16]. The revenue from by-products, which 
is an important consideration in the aqueous ammonia analysis, was also assessed and incorporated into 
the economics. 

Power Exhaust 

Coal> 

L=t 
PC Boiler/ 
Steam Cycle 

CO2 
Capture 

CO2(1,300psi) 

Solid Residuals/ 
By-products 

Figure 1. Analysis Boundary 



Base Case PC Plant with Amine-based CO2 Capture 

Aqueous ammonia capture of CO2 is compared to a base case PC plant using conventional ^nines. A 
spreadsheet model was developed that is consistent with a previous DOE/EPRI study (Case 7A from [31) 
extrapolated to 400 MW net power output. The DOE/EPRI study is based on a supercritical pulverized 
coal boiler with a net amine reboiler steam consumption of 1,621 Btu/lb of CO2 captured. Figure 2 and 
Table 1 show outputs from the model's amine capture case. Parasitic or auxiliary load, shown as 92 MW 
in Figure 2, is the electric power used to operate pumps, compressors and other equipment in the power 
plant. 

Steam to 
MEA Stripper 

Net Power to Grid 
400 MW 

Flue Gas 
44,400 TonsAlay 

CO, 
10,240 Tons/day 

1,300 Psig 

Air 
52,000 Tons/day— 

Coal (III. No. 6 )—^ 
4,900 Tons/day 

11,666 Btu/lb 
2.5wt% Sulftjr 

steam 
3,900 MM BtU/h 

PC Boiler 
(With SCR) 

vLlmestorie'^' 

1 f 

1,621 Btu/lbCq 
(Net) 

Ash 
400 Tons/day 

Limestone 
1,660 Ton/day 
(30% solids) 

Sludge 
1,800 Ton/day 

Figure 2. PC Power Plant with Amine CO2 Capture (DOE/EPRI Case 7A [3]) 

Table L Selected Process Flow Rates and Compositions 

Temperature, "F 
Pressure, psia 

Volume % 

COi 
O j 

N, 
H.0 
SO2 

Artion 
Molar fiow (Ibmoles/hr) 

Vol.aow(10''ACFM) 
Mass flow (tons/day) 

1 
Boiler . 

Effluent 
281 
14 

14% 
3% 

74% 
8% 

0.2% 
1% 

153.383 
1.57 

55.346 

. 2 -,,i 

Absorber;: 
Inlet 

131 
17 

12% 
3% 

70% 
14% 

4.1 DDm 
1% 

153.066 
1.05 

54,602 

.<il4i-3 ;V. • 
Flue gas 
i kha i i s t 

136 
14 

2% 
4% 

77% 
16% 
0% 
1% 

133,790 
1.12 

44,424 

4 
COz 

Product 
125 

1,500 
100% 

0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

19,500 
0.0011 
10,240 



Figure 3 presents a more detailed look at the amuie capture system. The size and cost ofthe absorber 
tower are functions ofthe actual volumetric flow rate of flue gas (1.05 million scftn) and percent CO2 
removal (90%). CO2 in the flue gas is reduced from 14 vol% to 2 vol%. The size and cost ofthe CO2 
stripper are primarily functions ofthe mnine solution volumetric flow rate, which is calculated from the 
concentration difference between the rich amine solution (30 wt% MEA, 9.7 wt*/o CO2) and the lean 
amine solution (4.3 wt% CO2) 15, 6,71. The steam load for the amine stripper reboiler is large and pulls 
steam from the low-pressure turbine as shown in Figure 2. The reboiler provides the net sensible heat 
required, the heat of reaction, and the heat for stripping steam. The reported 1,621 BtuAb of CO2 is the 
enthalpy change in the steam across the reboiler. 

300 MMBtu/hr 
Exhaust 
85% Na 
9% H2O 
4%02 
2% CO2 

^ ^ B l '•'• 9- ^ 
COj 
Compression 
37 MW 

Fiue Gas 
1,050,000 acfm 
14% CO2 
4.1 ppmS02 
130 '̂F 9.7% CO2 ^ Q - * 

COj 
1,300 Psia 
125*'F 

Steam 
1,621 Btu/lb CO2 

Figure 3. Amine Capture System used in the PC Base Case 

Figure 4 shows the size ofthe CO2 capture equipment relative to the boiler. This gives a sense ofthe 
magnitude of impact that CO2 capture will have on a PC power plant. 

250* 

150' -
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5 amine strippers (80 

i Absorbers; 

*—r ' 1 '— 

• . - " • • . ! - -

50' 
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Figure 4, Amine CO2 Capture Relative Equipment Sizing 



A discounted cash flow model was developed that inputs the capital expenditures for a 400 MW PC 
power plant, variable operating costs including coal use and chemical makeup, fixed operating costs, and 
by-product revenues. Using a plant economic life of 20 years and a capital charge factor of 14.8%, a cost 
of electricity that balances expenditures and revenues was calculated. Table 2 shows the results from the 
cash flow analysis, which closely replicates the results from the DOE/EPRI study [3]. The cost of 
electricity goes from 4.6 cents/kWh in the no-capture case to 7.6 cents/kWh in the MEA capture case, a 
67% increase. 

Table 2. Economic Results 

*̂  
a. 
o 
o 
o 

Base Plant ($/kWe} 
Gas Cleanup ($/kWe) 
CDs Capture ($/kWe) 
Compression ($/kWe) 

Total ($/kWe) 
Capital COE (cflcWh) 

Variable COE (c/ltWh) 

Total COE (c/kWh) 
$/tonne CO) Avoided 

No Cds Capture •: 
1,072 
197 

-
-

1.270 
2.68 
1.90 

4.58 
. 

MEA CO2 Capture £ 
1,460 
239 
310 
122 

2,132 
4.50 
2.91 
7.41 
43 

Includina C0s> Transportation and Storage* | 

1 
1-

Total Capital ($/kWe) 
Total $/tonne CO2 Avoided 

Total COE (c/kWh) 
Increase In COE 

1.270 

. 
4.68 

. 

2,231 
47 

7.64 
67% 

Ba»s: 90% CO2 Capture, 80% Capacity Factor, 2003 Dollars, Coai $28/ton 
*COi Compression to 1,300 Psig, rransport 10 miles and Stored in Saline Formation 1,500 ft 
Sources: NETL Carton Sequestration Economic Model; Evaluation of Innovative Fossil Fuel Power 
Plants with C02 Removal, DOE/EPRI, 1000316 

The overall performance for both cases is presented in Table 3. As shown, the current state of amine CO2 
capture is very energy intensive requiring an additional 56.5 MW for capture and compression (an 
additional 1,415 ton coal/day and approximately 30% decrease in efficiency). 

Table 3. Power Plant Performance 
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-
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3.480 
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. 
Energy Penalty: Percent decrease In power plant efficiency due to CO2 captu 

MEACOlCapture: 
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28.1 
21.3 
35.2 
4.2 
2.7 

92 
400 

4,895 
11.896 
29% 
29% 
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PC with Aqueous Ammonia CO2 Capture 

AA is used in commercial applications to capture SO2 from power plant flue gas. Marsulex and Alstom 
Power both offer commercial processes for SO2 removal usmg ammonia. Powerspan Corp. recently 
conducted a commercial-scale demonstration of an AA-based multi-pollutant control technology called 
"ECO™" for scrubbing SO2, NO ,̂ and mercury from flue gas. 

The following advantages ofthe aqueous ammonia process compared to conventional amines have been 
identified: (I) reduced steam load, (2) more concentrated CO2 carrier, (3) lower chemical cost, and (4) 
muhi-pollutant control with salable by-products. The impact of each is discussed below. 

Figure 5. Heat Requirements for CO2 Capture 
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\) Reduced steam load. In a system 
that captures and releases CO2 by 
cycling between carbonate and 
bicarbonate, the heat of reaction is 
reduced to 262 Btu/lb CO2, which is 
much less than the 825 Btu/lb CO2 
needed with MEA [Appendix A]. 
Also, it is possible that the 
carbonate/bicarbonate system will 
exhibit a higher CO2 carrying density 
than MEA (carrying density is the 
delta in CO2 weight percent between 
rich and lean solutions), reducing 
sensible heat requirements. Finally, it 
is possible the carbonate/bicarbonate 
system may require little or no 
sU-ipping steam for regeneration, 
compared to one mole steam per mole 
of CO2 captured typical of amine 
systems. Figure 5 compares the heat 
requirements for an MEA CO2 capture 
system versus one using aqueous 
ammonia. The total heat requirement 
is divided into heat of reaction, sensible heat, and stripping steam. Figure 5 shows that heat integration 
enables significant reduction in the net heat requirement for the amine system. The gross heat 
requirement for an aqueous ammonia system was calculated, and heat integration savings similar in 
magnitude to those achieved by the amine were assumed. For example, the gross turbine heat rate for the 
MEA-HICO2 capture is estimated to be 9,672 Btu/kWh, and for the AA-HICO2 capture the estimate is 
8,482 Btu/kWh, a 12% improvement in gross turbine heat rate. 

2) More concentrated CO2 carrier. In addition to affecting sensible heat, the CO2 carrying density also 
affects the size ofthe CO2 absorber and the circulation pump size and load. Laboratory data from NETL 
indicate the carbonate/bicarbonate system could exhibit a carrying capacity of 0.068 lb CO2 per lb solution 
versus 0.054 for amines. Based on cost and sizing heuristics, the reduced liquid flow lowers the stiipper 
cost from $36.4 to $25.2 million (four strippers in parallel vs, five) and reduces the circulation pump 
power requirement from 1.8 to 1.2 MW. 

3) Lower chemical cost. Amine costs are estimated to be Sl,360/ton ($1.5/kg), which is high compared to 
anhydrous ammonia at S263/ton ($0.29/kg). The calculations below show that ammonia is roughly a 
factor often less expensive per unit of CO2 absorption capacity. 

MEA-G MEA-HI 
0~Gross 

AA-G AA-HI 
HI~Haat Integration 



Mono-ethanolamine Cost: 

$0.6803 "i (0.3lbMEA\ (IbSolution ^ $3.78 
IbMEA } \lbSolution ) l^.054/6COj IbCO 

Aqueous Ammonia Cost: 

$0.1315 1 (O.lSlbNHy'] (ibSolution) $0.29 
IbNH ^ } \ibSolution } 1̂  0.068 CO 2 j if>CO 

The cost ofthe absorbent is particularly unportant for coal-fired power plant applications, where residual 
SO2, SO3, and other species cause solvent degradation. For amines, the atnition was estimated from the 
following heuristics: general loss of 3.2 lb MEA/ton CO2 (1.6 kg MEA/tonne CO2), and SO^ loss of 2 
mole MEA/mole S0„ in absorber inlet [7]. Based on normal limestone scrubber operation removal 
(98%), amine make-up costs could be $60/ton CO2 captured. A $7.5/C02 was assumed for aggressive 
limestone scrubbing (4.1 ppm SO2 in the effluent), recognizing that flue gas treatment options to reduce 
SOx upstream from the CO2 absorber may be cost effective. A detailed analysis to accurately estimate 
ammonia attrition has not been performed. Instead, it was assumed that it will be similar on a molar basis 
to amine and that the total cost will be less because ofthe lower cost of ammonia. Furthermore, the 
reaction by-products can be sold as fertilizer, so there is no ammonia penalty for their production; 
however, there are expected to be small ammonia losses in the exhaust gas. 

4) Value-added by-products. The use of ammonia-based systems to react NO^ and SO, in flue gas to 
form fertilizer (ammonia sulfate, (NH4)2S04 Mid ammonia nitrate, NH4NO3) has been demonstrated at 
commercial scale. A comparison of an amine system plus an SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) unit 
and limestone scrubber to an aqueous ammonia system in which ammonia is used for N0„ S0„, and CO2 
control was made. Table 4 compares the aqueous ammonia process to a limestone scrubber. It has 
advantages if there is a market for the byproduct fertilizer, which is primarily ammonium sulfate (AS). 
The domestic market for ammonium sulfate is roughly 2 million tons/yr [8]. One 400 MW coal-fired 
power plant with AA SO2 control will produce about 100,000 tons AS per year. Therefore, twenty power 
plants could supply all the AS currently used by the domestic market. However, as domestic SO2 
emissions have been reduced, the need for additional sulfur fertilizer has grown, and this trend is likely to 
continue. The domestic and international markets for nitrogen fertilizers are 12 and 83 million tons per 
year [9] respectively, so the worldwide potential for the aqueous ammonia fertilizer byproduct is 
significant. Also, at the right price, ammonium sulfate could displace urea or other forms of nitrogen 
fertilizer. 

Table 4: Aqueous Ammonia versus Limestone Scrubbers for SOx Control 

'•^!lpv;^;'i;:; ":'",',.': :-.. '-/ ' iy}.. • ....,• /'̂  
Parasitic Load (MWe) 

Reactant Consumption ($/ton 5O2) 
Bv-Product Revenue ($/tDn SO2) 

Net IVIaterial Revenue ($Aton SO2) 

Umestonie 
Scrubber > 

4-7 

22 
0 

-22 

Aqueous 
; Ammdiila 

4-7 

136 
314 

178 
Ba^s: Limestone at $13/ton [3,10], Aniiydrous ammonia $255/ton [12], no marlcet for FGD sludge. 
Ammonia sulfate at $152/ton ri2) 

file:///lbSolution
file:///ibSolution


Capturing NOx is more difficult than capturing SO2. In order for aqueous ammonia to react with NOx, 
NO, which is 95% ofthe NO ,̂ must be oxidized to NO2. This requires another unit operation or use of an 
oxidant, such as ozone. The NO oxidation process represents a significant cost. However, when NO is 
oxidized, some elemental Hg in the flue gas will also be oxidized, enabling it to be captured in the 
aqueous ammonia solution and removed fix)m the flue gas. The aqueous solution containing mercury, 
ammonium nitrate and ammonium sulfate would be run through a carbon adsorbent bed to remove the 
mercury so that it does not contaminate the fertilizer. The current cost estimate for carbon-based mercury 
capture in flue gas is estimated at between $50,000 and $70,000/pound [14]. This analysis assumes that 
mercury control will be required and that there is a 10 percent increase in removal efficiency with the 
ECO *̂̂  process compared to conventional technology. Therefore, a credit of $7,000/lb Hg removed was 
allocated to the aqueous ammonia process. 

Table 5 shows the relative operating cost impact ofthe by-products. The first thing to note is that the 
flow rate of CO2 is very large compared to the other species. Even if revenues from one ofthe by
products is high on a per pound basis, it is low on a per ton of CO2 captured basis. At this time, the value 
ofthe avoided cost of mercury control is highly uncertain. 

Table 5: By-product Flows and Revenues for Multi-Pollutant 
Control Using Aqueous Ammonia 

Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonium Sulfate 

Mercury 

Cartxin Dioxide 

Production 
Rate 

(Ib/lcWh) 
0.0016 
0.091 
5.9E-8 
1.70 

Value 
((/ton) 

175 
152 

14E+6 
_ 

- Feedstock 
Cost 
($/ton) 

90 
66 
0 
-

Operating 
::iRevenue ^ 

($/tonK 
85 
86 

14E+6 
» 

Operating 
Revenue, 

(cents/kWh) 
0.009 
0.493 
0.038 

_ 

Revenue 
i ^nCOj ; 
captured) 

0.10 

5.3 

.45 
_ 

Basis: 80% Capacity Factor 1 

Aqueous Ammonia Multi-pollutant Capture System 

Figure 6 shows outputs from the spreadsheet model for the aqueous ammonia multi-pollutant capture 
case. This analysis assumes NOx and elemental mercury are oxidized by the reactor in the ECO™ system 
after exiting the particulate filter [14]. The flue gas is contacted with aqueous mnmonia to form ammonia 
nitrate, ammonia sulfate, and a non-gaseous mercury specie. The solution is then passed through an 
activated carbon bed for mercury removal before passing to a crystallizer and granulator for solid 
fertilizer production. CO2 is removed from the flue gas in an ammonia scrubber, and then compressed to 
1,300 psi for injection. 

The boiler island and power cycle shown in Figure 6 ̂ e those of a supercritical steam cycle system, 
modeled from Cases 7A and 7C presented in a recent DOE /EPRl study [3]. The gross turbine heat rate 
using MEA to capmre CO2 (Case 7A) is 9,672 Btu/kWh compared to 7,951 Btu/kWh for the no capture 
case (7C). The 1,721 Btu/kWh increase in turbine heat rate is attributed to steam used for MEA 
regeneration. Due to less regeneration steam required for AA regeneration, the gross turbine heat rate 
was estimated to be 8,482 Btu/kWh (12% lower than the MEA case). An analysis using AA on an ultra-
supercritical steam cycle (USC) was also carried out using Cases 7B and 7D of reference [3]. The USC 
cycle efficiency combined with a lower steam requirement for AA regeneration (compared to MEA) 



results in a gross turbine heat rate of 8,031 Btu/kWh for the CO2 capture case. Tables 6 and 7 present the 
performance and economics for the supercritical and ultra-supercritical CO2 cases. 

Steam to 
Ammonia Stripper 

Net Power to Grid 
400 MW 

Flue Gas 
38,000 Tons/day 

C O j 
8,780 Tons/day 
1,500 Psig 

Air 
43,700 Tons/day * 

Coal (III. No. 6)-
4,200 Tons/day 

11.666 Btu/lb 
2.5wt% Sutftir 

Base IHant: 
H Supercritical Steam Cycle 
H Case 7C of Reterence [3] witti 

steam rat« adjusted for AA 
IVIercury 
0.45 lbs/day Ammonium Nitrate 

Ammonium Sulfate 
443 Tons/day 

Figure 6. PC Power Plant with Aqueous Ammonia Multi-poIIutant Control System 

Table 6. Power Plant Performance 

•^V:--:>'-x Case; 
Sorbent 

Component's) Removed 
Total Gross Power (IVIWe) 

A
u
xi

lia
ry

 
Lo

ad
 (

M
W

e)
 Base Plant 

CO2 Capture 
CO7 Compression 

NOx and SOx 
Transport & Storage 

Total 
Net Power 

Coal Flowrate (ton/day) 
COj Captured (ton/day) 

Net Heat Rate (Btu/kWh, HHV) 
Fertilizer Production (ton/day) 

Efficiency 
Energy Penalty 

Energy Penalty: Percent decrease in 
^Ultra-supercritical steam cycle; USC 
^Auxiliary load for the multi-pollutant 

1 
None 

None 
425 

22.1 

-
-

3.1 

-
25 

400 
3,480 

. 
8,463 

-
40% 

-

/ • . / • • 2 • • . 

MEA 

CO2 
492 

28.3 
21.4 
35.3 
4.4 
2.9 

92 
400 

4.895 
10,240 
11,896 

-
29% 
29% 

power plant efficiency due to CO 
base case no-capture Is 43% eft 

removal ECO is-11 MW 

•.•• ••". . ^ * j ' / ' ^ " s ; 

AA 

COs 
478 

27.3 
14.5 
30.0 
3.8 
2.5 

78 
400 

4,172 
8,727 
10,139 

-
34% 
17% 

2 capture 
icient 

4 
AA 

CO2. SOx. 
NOx. Hq 

462 

27.5 
10.3 
30.2 

11.0^ 
2.5 

82 
400 

4,200 
8,789 
10,211 

443 
34% 
17% 

AA (USC)' 

C02 
473 

25.1 
13.6 
28.1 
3.5 
2.3 

73 
400 

3,904 
8,168 
9,489 

. 
38% 
16%' 

^ i ^ ' •'•''^iMsfyfif. 

AA (USC)' 
COJ. SOX, 
NOx. Hq 

476 

25.3 
10.2 
28.3 
10.3= 

2.3 

76 
400 

3.935 
8,233 
9,665 
415 
36% 
16%' 

10 



Results 
The overall performMice for the supercritical and ultra-supercritical cases is presented in Table 6. As 
shown, the current state (Case 2) of amine CO2 capture is very energy intensive, requiring 57 MW for 
capture and compression (an additional 1,415 ton coal/day and approximately 30% decrease in 
efficiency). The benefite of higher CO2 capacity and lower heat of reaction (compared to MEA) using 
aqueous ammonia results in a 15% decrease in parasitic load (from 92MW to 78MW) and 15% decrease 
in net power plant heat rate for Case 3. The same proportional amount of energy savings is also obtained 
in the ultra-supercritical cases (5 and 6) with the use of aqueous ammonia. 

Table 7 presents the results of a cash flow analysis ofthe no-C02-capture, amine, and aqueous ammonia 
cases. Capturing only CO2 using aqueous ammonia (Cases 3 and 5) has potential advantages over the 
amine case, but the multi-pollutant system with revenue from the sale of fertilizer is needed for aqueous 
ammonia to approach the NETL program goal of only a 20% increase in COE. 

Table 7. Economic Results 

Case 
Sorbent 

Coniponent(s) Removed 

t 
to 

0 
6 
0 

Base Plant (S/kWe) 
Gas Cleanup ($/kWe> 
CO} Capture ($/kWe) 
Compression ($/kV\fe) 

Total ($/kWa) 
Capital COE (c/kV\m) 

Variable COE (c/kWti) 

Total COE icIVNh) 
$/tonne CO2 Avoided 

' • ^ f : 

None 

None 
1.072 
197 

-
• 

1,270 
2.68 
1.90 

4.58 
. 

2.;-; 
MEA 

CO2 
1,460 
239 
310 
122 

2,132 
4.50 
2.91 

7.41 
43 

AA 

COz 
1.218 
283 
187 
108 

1,801 
3.80 
2.36 

6.16 
23 

}iyi^{A-' : 
AA 

COa, SOx, 
NOx, Hg 

1,225 
215 
188 
108 

1,736 
3.66 
1.67 

5.34 
11 

-• 5 ' - A 
AA rusc)' 

CO, 
1.157 
277 
178 
103 

1,715 
3.62 
2.24 

5.86 
20 

'£/'• & 
AA (USC)' 
002, SOx, 
NOx, Hg 

1,164 
215 
179 
103 

1,661 
3.51 
1.73 

5.24 
10 

Including CO2 Transportation and Storage' 

5 
0 

ToUl Capital ($/kWe} 
Total (^tonne COa Avoided 

Total COE (c/kWh> 
Increase in COE 

1,270 
. 

4.6 

. 

2,231 
47 
7.6 

67% 

1,890 
27 
6.4 

39% 

1,824 
14 
5.5 

21% 

1.800 
23 
6.1 

32%' 

1,746 
13 
5.4 

18%' 
Basis: 90% COa Capture. 80% Capacity Factor, 2003 Dollars, Coal $28/ton 
'use—Ultra-Supercritical Steam Cycle 
^COi Compression to 1.300 Psig, Transport 10 miles and Stored In Saline Formation 1,500 ft 
Sources: NETl Carbon Sequestration Economic Model; Evaluation of Innovative Fossil Fuel Power Plants with CO2 Removal, 
DOE/EPRI. 1000316 

The cost ofthe multi-pollutant gas cleanup system (NOx and SO2 to fertilizer) estimated for Cases 4 and 
6 are lower than conventional NOx and SO2 controls (SCR and Wet Limestone FGD). However, to reach 
the DOE'S program goal of 20% increase in COE, the operating revenue from the sale ofthe ammonium 
sulfate/nitrate fertilizer is necessary; decreasing the current CO2 capture COE from 67% (amine 
scrubbing) to 21 %. The cost associated with CO2 transport and storage increases the CO2 avoided cost by 
$3/totme and COE by 4-6 percent. 
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Figure 8 shows the breakdown ofthe parasitic load for each case. The results show that since CO2 is 
produced from a low pressure system, the largest power requirement is for CO2 compression. Therefore, 
any technology that has the potential lo recover CO2 at a higher pressure will have a large impact on the 
overall efficiency and cost of electricity. 

7.G c/hWh 
D % Increase in COE 

a $/tonne C02 avoided 

fi.4 cykWh 

«.ic/i(Wh 

S.s c/kWh S.4 c/kWh 

100 

80 

£ 60 

I 
i 

20 

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 

Figure 7. Economic Results 

Case 2 Case 3 Cass 4 Case 5 Case 6 

O Base Rant 
a C02 Ctonnpression 
D Transport & Storage 

D C02 Capture 
• NOx and SOx 

Figure 8. Auxiliary Power 

Recommendations for Future Work 

This mitial analysis shows that aqueous ammonia technology has the potential to achieve the goals of 
NETL's Carbon Sequestration Program, but challenges remain. The temperature ofthe flue gas is hotter 
than is optimal for carbonate/bicarbonate absorption. Researchers are investigating options to 
accommodate this higher temperature. Also, ammonia may vaporize in the absorption tower, due both to 
high temperatures and operational transients. Ammonia loss would hurt the economics directly and may 
require costly tail gas control. Laboratory-scale testing and more rigorous process analyses and modeling 
to address these issues is recommended. 
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Appendix A. 

I. Assumptions 

Financial structure 

Capital Cost Year Dotlais 
Project Book Life (n) 

Projected Tax Life 
D&signConstructlon 

Inflation rate (ei) 
Real Escalation Rate (e,) 

Real Escalation Rate (0 & M) 

Capital Structure 

%of 

Debt 
Preferred Stocic 
Common Stocit 

Discount rate (cos 

Total 
45 
10 
45 

t of capital) 

2001 
20 
20 
2.5 
3.0 
0.7 
0.0 

(yaara) 

(%) 
(%) 

Current Doliar 
Cost {%) 

9.0 
8.5 

12.0 
Before Tax 
After Tax 

Return {%) 

4.1 
0.9 
5.4 

10.30 
8.75 

Federal Tax Rate 
State Tax Rate 

Federal & State Tax Rate 
Investment Tax Credit 

Property Tax Rate 
Insurance Tax Rate 

Initial Tax Depreciation Rate 

Constant Dollar 
Cost (%) 

5.S 
5.3 
8.7 

Return (%) 

2.6 
0.5 
3.9 

7.09 
6.09 

34.0 
4.2 

38,2 
0 
1 
1 

0.075 

fft) 

II. Chemistry of CO2 Capture with Aqueous Ammonia 

NH3(aq) + HiO+C02(g) o NH4HC03(aq) AH„„ = 986 BTU/lb COj {1} 

2NH3(aq) + H^O + COiCg) o (NH4) iCOjCaq) AH„. = 626 BTU/lb COi {2} 

(NH4)2C03(aq) + H20+C02(g) •«. 2 NH,HC03(aq) AH„„ = 262 BTU/lb CO^ {3} 

III. Solvent Steam Load Requirements 

Totalregen energy = QsensiWe ''" yreactien "'" Qstrlp 

Q sensible 
MEA: 1,750 Btu/lb CO2 vs. AA: 1,100 Btu/lb COa 

Q reaction 
MEA: 825 Btu/lb CO2 captured vs. AA: 262 Btu/lb CO2 (via Rxn #3) 

Q stripping 

MEA: 800 Btu/lb CO2 {I mole steam/mole CO2) vs. AA; assume no stripping steam required 

14 
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ABSTRACT 
Powerspan Corp.'s Electro-Catalytic Oxidation, or ECO®, technology incorporates an advanced 
ammonia scrubber in a multi-pollutant control system. In applications where additional nitrogen 
oxide (NOx) removal is not required, the ECO technology can be installed without the NOx 
control component. The resultant scrubber installation achieves major reductions in emissions of 
sulfiir dioxide (SO2), fine particulate matter (PM2j), and oxidized mercury (Hg). Powerspan's 
50-MW ECO commercial demonstration unit at FirstEnergy's R.E. Burger Plant near Shadyside, 
Ohio, has beeti operated without the NOx removal coraponent activated to demonstrate the 
advanced ammonia scrubbing for SO2 control. 

Ammonia has been used as a reagent in other SO2 scrubber designs. However, the ECO amnronia 
scrubbing process has some tundamental differences that r^ult in unproved performance and 
reduced cost. The prociess generates the same ammonium sulfate fertilizer co-product that is 
generated by the full multi-pollutant ECO system. At a dme when landfill options ai^ becotning 
more expensive and the value of sulftir in fertilizer is increasing, economics may favor the 
production of ammonium sulfate fertilizer over gypsum. 

This paper describes Powerspan*s advanced ammonia scnibbing process, including the operadog 
experience at &e 50 MW ECO commercial demonstration unit. Performance and cost estimates 
are also included. 

INTRODUCTION 

Coal-fired electric power generation plants are the cornerstone of America's power system, 
accounting for over 300,000 megawatts of generating capacity and producing approximately 51 
percent ofthe nation's electricity. Worldwide, coal is also the leading fuel used for generating 
electricity, accounting for over 40 percent of the world*s electricity production. While coal is the 
least expensive and most ^undant tiiel source for power generation, the formation of NOx, SO2, 
particulate matter, and Hg as combustion byproducts is of concern for public health and the 
environment. 

Both eitisting and new standards will require additional control of SO2 emissions, necessitating 
further installation of coiilrol equipment. Calcium-based flUe gas desulfurization (FGD) systems 
are fee most common form of such control equipment. However, with the increasing supply of 



synthetic gypsum, the opportimity for beneficial re-use ofthe material is declining at the same 
time the regulatory requirements and cost for landfilling options are increasing. 

Ammonia scrubbing is an alternative to calcium based systems and produces an ammonium 
sulfate fertilizer. Ammonia scrubbing is an existing technology that has not seen widespread use 
in the power generating industry. The pH range of ammonia scrubbing, typically between four 
and six, has been a compromise between two competing factors. On the one hand, anamonium 
sulfate solution is capable of absorbing SO2 more rapidly when pH is higher. More rapid 
absorption of SO2 results in reducing the size of the scrubber tower and reducing ^ e required 
liquid to gas (L/G) ratio, saving both capital and operating cost. On the other hand, higher pH 
levels are also associated with the release of free ammonia. In addition to the economic loss due 
to lost ammonia, there are performance and regulatory issues associated with ammonia slip. 

Advanced ammonia scrubbing technology incorporates a number of technical changes in the 
process. Which address these concerns, and improves the system's perforxnance and cost-
effectiveness. Consequently, advanced ammonia sc îabbing can be a cost-efficient SO2 control 
technology for many applications^ 

Powerspan's ECO multi-pollutant control system uses advanced amraonia scrubbing principles 
to remove NOx, SO2, fine particulate matter, Hg, and many Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs)^. 
With some modification, advanced ammonia scrubbing can be used without the NOx removal 
component, providing a standalone SO2 removal process. Powerspan's 50 MW Commercial 
Demonstration Unit (CDU) at FirstEnergy's R.E. Burger Plant in Ohio has been successfully 
operated in the advanced ammonia scrubbing mode without the NOx removal component active, 
liie system achieves high removal rates for SO2. Hg, fine particulate matter, and HAPs (e.g. HCl 
and HF). 

Because fluid, electrical, and control systems are similar between the ECO multi-pollutant 
system and the advanced arnmonia scrubbing system, the CDU's six-month continuoits, 
performance test in multi-pollutant naode also provides representative operating experience for 
advanced ammonia scnibbing. 

TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

Use of ammoiiia as an SO2 scrubbing agent is not new. Advancements to ammonia 
scrubbing were developed in conjunction with Powerspan's ECO multi-pollutant process. 
The advanced SO2 scrubbing process can be used without the NOx oxidation and removal 
component. Efficiencies and benefits of the advanced scrubbmg process are maintained even 
without the NOx removal. 

Process 
Powerspan's advanced ammonia scrubbing technology utilizes an absorber tower. As shown 
in the process flow diagram, Figure 1, the absorber tower consists of a saturation section, an 
absorption section, and a wet electrostatic precipitator (WESP). 



Figure I; Advanced Ammonia Process Flow Diagram 

Flue Gas Out 

Flue Gas In 

Oxidation air in ~~*CII3* 

The saturation (lower) section uses ^ray nozzles to distribute droplets of ammonium sulfate 
liquor into the flue gas stream as it enters the tower. This serves two purposes. The droplets 
of anunonium sulfate solution evaporate as they contact the hot flue gas stream, cooling the 
flue gas to saturation. At the same time, die evaporation concentrates the ammonium sulfate 
fertilizer produced, minimizing the enei^y requirements for Crystallization ofthe fertilizer 
product 

The absorption (upper) section is a mass transfer section, which is used to create gas-liquid 
contact between the flue gas and the ammonia scrubbing solution. Sulfur dioxide chemistry 
in the advanced ammonia system is similar to calcium systems in that, as shown in equation 
(1), the absorption of SO2 leads to the creation of sulfite. 

SO2 + 2NH3 + H2O -> (NH4)2S03 (0 

Once formed, the sulfite is oxidized by injecting air into the scrubbing solution ofthe tower 
using a system with similar design parameters to those currently used in limestone forced 
oxidations (LSFO) systems. This reaction is shown in equation (2). 

2(NH4)2S03 + O2 -^ 2(NH4)2S04 (2) 

The solution operates at a pH of 4 - 6 with higher pH increasing the rate of absorption of SO2 
and decreasing the oxidation requirements to achieve >98% SO2 removal. However, the 
operating pH is maintained below the point where ammonia vapor can be released from the 
solution into the flue gas. The combination of absorbing the SO2 at high pH and oxidizing 
the resultant sulfite enhance the efficiency ofthe absorber and minimize the mass transfer 



requirements. In addition, the liquid used for the saturation and the absorbing steps comes 
from the same source, minimizing the requirements for equipment. 

To allow die scrubber to operate at the most efficient scrubbing pH, a WESP is used to 
capture ammonium bisulfate aerosols created by the use of ammonia-based scrubbing at high 
pH. In addition to aerosol capture, the WESP also capmres fine particulate matter not 
captured by the plant's particulate collection device. Mercury capture as a co-benefit in 
advanced ammonia scrubbing is similar to that of limestone scmbbing with oxidized Hg 
efficiently captured in the scrubbing solution. The total mercury removal in advanced 
ammcjnia scrubbing is enhanced by the WESP. 

Commercial Demonstration Testing & Results 
Powerspan has been operating a 50-MW ECO Commercial Demonstration Unit (CDU) at 
FirstEnergy's R.E. Burger Plant near Shadyside, Ohio, since February 2004. The technology 
has proven effective in reducing NOx, SO2, merciuy, acid gases, and fine particulate matter. 
Fertilizer produced by the process has been sold conamcrcially, In September 2005, 
Powerspan successfully completed a 180-day continuous performance lest at the CDU. 

The CDU is a standalone. Slipstream unit drawing flue gas from the Burger Plant Unit 4 or 5 
ductworic at a pomt downstream ofthe plant's existing electrostatic precipitator. The treated 
flue gas is returned to the existing plant ductwork just prior to the stack. The CDU processes 
flue gas firom high-sulfur, Eastem bituminous coals; from mid- and low-sulfur Eastem 
bituminous coals; and from blends of these coals with PRB (Powder River Basin) coals. 
Figure 2 depicts the completed demonstration unit. 

Figure 2: ECO Commercial Demonstration Unit 



Powerspan has operated the CDU as an advanced ammonia scrubber. In this mode, ttie NOx 
removal compotient is not operated, and die lower and upper loop liquid streams are 
combined and mixed so as to provide common chemistry for the lower and upper sections. 
This arrangement corresponds to the arrangement shown in the Process Flow Diagram of 
Figure 1. Operation ofthe CDU in this mode demonstrates the process chemistry for 
advanced ammonia scrubbing; however, since the height ofthe mass transfer section is 
limited in the CDU due to mitial design constraints, the capability of advanced ammonia 
scrubbing is better demonstrated in the CDU Test Loop. The CDU Test Loop is a thirty^inch 
diameter column constmcted alongside the CDU and runs in parallel with the CDU. The 
Test Loop contains twenty-five feet of packing and operates at design gas velocity. Results 
fixjm parametric testing of SO2 removal in the Test Loop are shown in Figure 3. 

Figtu-e 3: Parametric measurements of SO2 removal with advanced ammonia scrubbing 
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The flue gas conditions during the testing were: SO2 concentration of 1.2 to 1.4 Ib/mmbtu; gas 
velocity between 8 and 10 ft/sec; and L/G ratios between 31 and 42 gpm/kacfin. The data shows 
the SO2 removal as a function of L/G in gpm/kacfin for the three different gas velocities. The 
general trend shows that the removal efficiency is independent of the L/G ratio in the range of 30 
to 40 gpm/kacfm and shows a slight decrease in performance with increased gas velocity. 
However, the removal at all L/G ratios and gas velocities tested is above 99.5%. Similar 
performance with removal percentages consistently above 99% have been achieved with 
incoming SO2 concen&ations as high as 6.0 Ib/mmbtu. There is no process limitation in 



advanced ammonia scrubbing to SO2 removal based on incoming SO3 concentrations, and 
removal percentages greater than 99% would be achievable from any inlet SO2 value. 

The product of advanced ammonia scmbbing is liquid ammonimn sulfate. As is done with a full 
ECO system, the clear liquid ammonium sulfate is drawn off the scmbber, filtered for ash, passed 
through an activated carbon adsorption bed to remove mercury, and then crystallized. The 
crystallization process consists of heating the Uquid under a slight vacuum^ boilmg off the excess 
water. Crystallizer design and operating parameters are established so as to produce crystals of 
the required size for sale into the fertilizer market without additional processing. A crystallizer is 
installed at the CDU to process a portion ofthe product stream for the purpose of demonstrating 
this step. Figure 4 is a photo ofthe crystalline ammonium sulfate fertilizer product produced 
from the ammonium sulfate product liquid generated at the CDU during advanced ammonia 
scrabbing operation.s. 

Figure 4: Ammonium Sulfate ciystals produced from advanced ammonia scrubbing Hquor 

Comparison to Other SO2 Control Processes 
As described below, there are a number of differences between Powerspan's advanced ammonia 
scmbbing technique and ofber ammonia scmbbing technologies and limestone forced oxidation. 

Clear liquor vs. slurry 
Unlike limestone applications and other ammonia scrubbing technologies, Powerspan's SO2 
removal process does not operate with a slurry as the scrubbing liquor. Instead, the solution 
specific gravity is maintained below the solubility limit, which creates a scmbbing liquor Ihat is a 
clear liquid rather than a slurry. This results in increased absorption rates of SO2 into the solution 
in addition to a more benign environment for pumps and valves. Since there are no solids in the 
scrabbing liquor, plugging is not an issue, and it is possible to use high efficiency mass transfer 
media (packing) rather than trays. Therefore the expected L/G ratios and pressure drop 
associated with the mass transfer compared to limestone or ammonia scmbbing systems with 
solids is lower. 



Fast process chemistry 
Unlike in limestone forced Oxidation scmbbing systems where rates of limestone dissolution and 
absorption reactions are rate limiting, die acid - base reaction between SO2 and NH3 is a fast 
reaction occurring almost instantaneously in the ammonium sulfite scmbbing solutioiis. This 
rapid process chemistry inherent in Powerspan's SO2 Control technology eliminates the 
requirement for the recycle tank to be sized to allow time fox reactions to occur. In advanced 
ammonia scmbbmg, the limitation on the size ofthe tank will be related to the requirement for 
hold up in the system and specifications for the pumps leading to smaller, less expensive tanks. 

A second advantage to the fast process chemistry and small volumes in the system is the ability 
ofthe system to quickly respond to changes in the flue gas being treated. The control system will 
measure changes in SO2 concentrations based on fuel or load changes and will respond 
immediately, adjusting the ammonia addition rate required. 

Isolation and sequestration of mercury 
In addition to the operational and equipment advantages of a clear liquor solution, this solution 
can be passed through a filter or absorption bed to remove ash and mercury. The advanced 
ammonia scmbbing system utilizes a treated activated carbon adsorption bed diat removes the 
mercury captured in the scmbber and WESP from the co-product stream. This allows for 
isolation and control of removed mercury-a distinct advantage in l i^ t of recent reports of 
mercury release from gypsutn used in wallboard .̂ 

Saleable co-product 
The advanced ammonia scmbbing process produces a commercial fertilizer, in the form of solid 
ammonium sulfate crystals, which can be sold. The ammonium sulfate solution produced in the 
absorber is close to satiu-ation prior to being fed to a crystallizer. The production ofthe 
crystalline product outside of die absorber tower allows for better control of crystal formation 
and ability to sell crystals directly without the added expense of compaction. The crystallization 
process is controlled to produce a specific crystal habit, crystal size distribution, and crystal 
purity. In addition, the water removed during the crystallization process is returned to the system 
to minimize water usage. 

Integral WESP 
The WESP captures aerosols fi-ora the scmbber, allowing a higher pH than conventional 
ammonia scrubbers, which are Umited by ammonium bisulfate aerosol production. The WESP 
captures SO3 and fine particulates that get through the scmbber, and oiJier Hazardous Air 
Pollutants (e.g. HCl, HF). For SO3 and particulate matter, the WESP meets BACT standards. 

Reduced logistics 
The advanced ammonia scrabbing process can reduce the yolmne of reagent and co-product 
compared to limestone forced oxidation wet FGD (WFGD), thereby improving logistics. Figure 
5 below compares the logistics of an ECO advanced ammonia scmbbing system to that of a 
limestone forced oxidation system by identifying the number of railcars required per week for 
incoming reagent and outbound co-product for a hypothetical 500 MW plant burning 3% sulfur 
coal. 



Figure 5: Logistics of Advanced Ammonia Scmbbing Compared to Limestone WFGD 
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Cost Benefits 

* The elevated pH of Powerspan's advanced ammonia scmbbing process allows for high 
SG2 removal rates (>99%) with low L/G (30-50gpm/kacfin), resuhmg in smaller piimps 
and lower operating costs. 

• Because there is no wastewater discharge stream, there is no need for wastewater 
treatment systems and permitting. 

• Because chlorides become part ofthe fertilizer stream, the chloride concentration in the 
scmbber is reduced. Near neutral pH combined with low chlorides means a less 
aggressive environment. 

ECONOMICS 

Capital Cost 

The cost of absorber constmction will be similar to limestone wet FGD (WFGD). The key 
differences affecting capital cost between an ammonia scmbber installation and a limestone 
WFGD would be; 

" The advanced ammonia scmbbing system would have either Uquid ammonia tanks or 
urea-to-ammonia conversion skids for reagmit prep father than baU miUs and solid 
handling equipment to grind and transport the limestone. 

• The advanced ammonia scmbbing installation would have smaller pipes and pumps 
because ofthe lower required L/G. 

• The limestone WFGD System requires a wastewater treatment system. The advanced 
ammonia scmbbing installation does not. 

• The SO3 control provided by die WESP results in essentially S03-fi-ee outlet gas (less 
than 1 ppm) and reduces the material requirements ofthe outiet duct material and the 
stack liner. 

• Advanced ammonia scmbbing includes a WESP. If die limestone WFGD is requu:ed to 
meet BACT, a WESP will likely be required. Hie WESP used in the advanced ammonia 
scmbbing installation is cylindrical, vertical, up-flow and is installed on top ofthe 



absorber tower. In many limestone WFGD installations, the WESP is a horizontal flow, 
plate type installation which requires a separate stmctiu^ and enclosure. 

• The advanced ammonia scmbbing system requires a co-product processing facility to 
convert the 40 wt% ammonium sulfate co-product into crystals. If capital outlay is a 
limitation, this facility can be built and owned by odiers. 

Operating Cost 

The operating cost comparison between advanced ammonia scmbbmg and limestone WFGD are 
strongly influenced by die following factors: 

• The form of the ammonia reagent used for the advanced ammonia scmbbing 

• The netback price (revenue realized by the power plant after any transportation and 
warehousmg costs) of the ammonium sulfate fertilizer co-product from the advanced 
ammonia scmbbing system 

• The cost of disposal ofthe gypsum from the limestone system 

• The quantity of sulfiir removed from the flue gas stream 

Form ofthe ECO ammonia reagent 
The ammonia reagent for the advanced ammonia scmbbing system can be provided in any form 
(anhydrous, aqueous, or urea using urea-io-ammonia conversion technology). The cost per ton of 
provided ammonia is lowest with anhydrous and, dius, produces the best economics. However, 
transportation or permitting constraints may prevent the use anhydrous. Aqueous ammonia at 
29% is used at Powerspan's ECO Commercial Demonstration Unit. Aqueous ammonia may be 
acceptable where anhydrous is not. However, the large quantity of water associated with 29% 
aqueous ammonia increases the cost of ammonia per delivered ton. Additionally, the increased 
volume of 29% aqueous ammonia (approximately three times the volume of anhydrous) 
significantiy increases die tankage required for a given number of days of on-site storage. Even 
with die diluted fomi of ammonia, permitting concerns may still exist. Urea to ammonia 
conversion can provide ammonia for an ECO system at a cost per ton of delivered anmionia 
comparable to 29% aqueous amraonia. Use of urea avoids permitting issues. Additionally, dry 
storage of urea is cheaper than storage of liquid ammonia, Powerspan's analysis shows that the 
economics of 19% aqueous ammonia are poor. If ammonia on site is a permitting concern, urea 
is a better alternative to diluted ammonia, 

Netback revenue from sale of ECO's ammomum sulfate 
The netback revenue (revenue realized by the power plant after any transportation and 
warehousing costs) of ammonium sulfate depends mostly on the location ofthe installation and 
the quantity ofthe ammonium sulfate produced. Eidier of these factors may warrant transport of 
Some ofthe product to locations of higher consumption. The transport cost plus warehousing at 
the receiving point wiU reduce the iietback revenue from sale ofthe ammoniimi sulfate to the 
power plant. 



Cost of disposal of limestone WFGD gypsum 
Disposal costs for gypsum vary widely, from acmally producing a small revenue to costing over 
$50 per ton for disposal. Often, the cost of gypsimi disposal is the largest single Ime item for 
operation of a limestone WFGD. With the mcreasing supply of synthetic gypsum, the 
opportunity for beneficial re-use ofthe material is declining at die same time the regulatory 
requirements and cost for landfilling options are increasing. An analysis ofthe cost of operating 
a limestone WFGD should consider the risk associated with changes in regulatory requirements 
(such as regulatory requirements that might be generated to maintain control of mercury in the 
gypsum), which could prevent the sale ofthe gypsum or could significantly increase die cost of 
disposing gypsum. 

Quaniky of sulfur removed 
For the advanced ammonia scmbbing system where the co-product is more valuable than the 
incoming reagent, higher SO2 levels can result in improved economics. Figure 6 below provides 
an example ofthe operating cost benefits of advanced ammonia scmbbing using typical Midwest 
values for reagents and co-products. For the cited case, cost or revenue is calculated per ton of 
SO2 removed for advanced ammonia scmbbing (using either anhydrous ammonia or urea for the 
reagent) and for a limestone forced oxidation WFGD system. This chart addresses reagent costs 
and co-product cost or revenue only. 

Figure 6: Operating Cost Comparison 
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The economic benefits of ECO technology are dependent, in part, on the abiUty to maricet tile 
fertiUzer co^product, ammonium sulfate (AS). Powerspan and ite partner, The Andersons Inc., 
conducted an analysis ofthe market for AS to understand how broad adoption of ECO could 
affect the long-term value ofthe fertilizer co-product and, hence, the aimual opei^ting costs of 
the system .̂ Given the increasing demand for agronomic sulfur, the advantages of AS as a direct 
application fertilizer, and the price premium of AS over other nitrogen fertiUzers, the analysis 
indicates that the U.S. fertilizer market should readily absorb AS co-product generated from 
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ECO installations, in any foreseeable scenario, the value of the AS co-pn>duct will offset the 
cost ofthe inconiing ammonia reagent as well as the operating cost ofthe co-prOduct production 
facility. In most scenarios, the value of the AS coupled widi the avoidance of landfiU or disposal 
expenses yields a cash flow that exceeds die reagent and co-product production fecility operatmg 
cost. 

Powerspan's conclusions are supported by a study conducted by the Electric Power Research 
Institute (EPRl), which explored the market for amragnia-bas0d fertilizers prc^uced in power 
plants'*. Major findings ofdie EPRl study are; I) Fertilizer demand is large enough lo absorb 
AS production from ECO systems; 2) AS may continue to obtain a premium over nitrogen-based 
fertilizers due to growing soil deficiencies; 3) Absent increasing AS demand, AS would at least 
be priced equivalent to its nitrogen content; and 4) The AS price shoidd always cover the cost of 
amraotiia needed to produce the AS. 

The cost ofthe ammonia reagent and the revenue from sale of ammonium sulfate are related. 
Ammoiiia is an ingredient in ammonium sulfate, and the historical U-end is for the price of 
ammonium sulfate to rise and fall with the price of ammonia and the prices of other nitrogen 
sources, such as urea. The spread between the two prices is driven by the premium form of the 
nitrogen in ammonium sulfate compared to the form of nitrogen in ammonia and by the presence 
ofthe sulfur in ammonium sulfate, which is a needed plant nutrient. Figure 7 shows the 
historical relationship of tiiese prices by plotting die price on the basis of cost per pound of 
nitrogen for several ofthe most commonly used fertilizers. Note the top Une is ammonium 
sulfate and the bottom line is anhydrous ammonia. Historically, arnmoniiun sulfete prices are 
cortelated with 0.72 correlation factor to ammonia. 

Figure 7: Historical Fertilizer Pricing Trend 
Comparison of fertilia^r pricing in dollars per pound of nitrogen 
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It should be noted that since each ton of ammonia makes about four tons of fertilizer, a $40 
increase in the per-ton cost of ammonia is recovered by a $10 increase in the per-ton price of 
fertilizer. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Advanced ammonia scmbbing of SO2 overcomes many ofthe hmitations of earlier forms of 
ammonia scmbbing. The integral WESP allows operating the scmbbing section to maximize 
SO2 capture, achieving lower outlet emissions than Hmestone forced-oxidation systems, with 
substantially lower L/G's than utilized in other forms of ammonia scmbbing or with limestone 
systems, while avoiding release of aerosols. The WESP results in the system achieving BACT 
standards for fme particulate matter and SO3. The absence of a liquid purge from the scmbber 
avoids the difficulty of obtaining a water discharge permit and avoids the cost of a water 
nreatment faciUty. Operating die scmbber at an ammonium sulfete concentration below 
saturation allows filtering the liquid co-product for ash and mercmy. Removing the ash 
improves the quahty ofthe co-product, and removing die mercury eliminates potential fixture 
liabiUties associated with potential future release, or perceived hazards, ofthe mercury in the co-
product. Additionally, crystallizing the ammonium sulfate separately from die scmbber vessel 
allows optimizing the crystallization process, forming crystals ready for market without 
additional processing. The high value of die crystaUized ammonium sulfate co-product results in 
attractive economics. 
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POWERSPAN 
Clean Energy Technology 

ECO® Commercially Demonstrated; Full-Scale Installation Proceeding 
FirstEnergy Corp., R.E. Burger Plant Shadyside, Ohio 

Powerspan has successfully demonstratBti 
ttie ECO muHi'potlutant control proeess ia 
a 50~MW commercial configuration at 
FirstEnergy's H.E. Burger Plant The unit has 
met commercial performance objectives and 
has demaastrated the capability to cotitml 
outlet emissions to best available cotitrol 
technology standards. FirstEnergy is now 
moving ahead with a 312-MWECO system 
on units 4 & 5 ofthe Burger Plant 

Project Team 
^ Powerspan 

FirstEnergy 
- Wheelabrator Air Pollution Control 
« Fluor Power 
* The Andersons ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

bEVELCH>MENT 

Achievements 
•̂  Commenced operation in January 2004 
^ SuGcessfuliy completed ISO-day reliability 

run in 2005 
» Commercially sold fertilizer co-product 
"̂  FirstEnergy announced plans to: 

• Pilot test ECO's CO2 capture capability at R.E. 
Burger Plant expected to begin in early 2008. 

• ins t i l ECO system at Burger Plant units 4 & 5 
(312-MW) with start-up expected in early 2011. 

Description 
^ 110.000 scfm {50 MW) slipstream from 

a I ^ M W front wall boiler 
<̂  Stand-alone tower design with integrated 

wet ESP 
^ Designed and constructed to utility standards 

Processes flue gas from high sulfur, Ohio coal 
^ Jointly funded by Powerspan, FirstEnergy, and 

the Ohio Coal Development Office/Ohio Air 
Quality Development Authority 
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ECO®-Multi-Pollutant Control of Coal-Fired Power Plants 

Electro-Catalytic Oxidation (ECO) technology removes sulfur dioxide (SOd, nitrogen oxides 
(NOxL mercury, and fine particulate matter (PM2.5) from tiie flue gas of coal-fired power plants. 

ECO Advantages 

High removal of SOz, NOx, mercury, 
and PM2.5 in a single unit 
Cost-effective alternative for existing 
and new coal-fired power plants 

Produces a commercial fertilizer co-product 
Adapts to various types and sizes of 
coal-fired power plante 
Connected to the plant during a short outage 
Integrates proven technologies 
CO2 capture capability under development 
with U.S. DOE National Energy Technology 
Laboratory. Pilot testing at Burger Plant 
beginning In 2008. 

ECO® Process Flow 
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2 ^ POWERSPAN* PRESS RELEASE 

For Inunediate Release 

Powerspan CO2 Pilot Combined with FirstEnergy Carbon 
Sequestration Project Offers Unique Testing Opportunity 

Portsmouth, NH - May 30,2006—The combjjned efforts of Powerspan Corp., a dean energy 

technology company, and FirstEnergy Corp. (NYSE: FE) have restdted in a uiuque opportimity 

to demonstrate both carbon dioxide (CO2) capture and sequestration at a coal-fired power plant 

in the United States. Powerspan and FirstEnergy previously announced plans to pilot test a 

promising CO2 capture technology at FirstEnfirg5r's R.E. Burger Plant in Shadyside, Ohio. Last 

week, FirstBnergy announced that its Burger Plant was selected as a carbon seqiiestration test 

site by the Midwest Regional Carbon Sequestration Partr\ership (MRCSP), one of seven regional 

partnerships set up by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to research carbon sequestration 

projects throughout the country. 

Although both programs are multi-year efforts currently in the preliminary stages, plans are 

moving forward for the demonstration of CO2 capture at the pilot scale and subsequent 

injection of the captured CO2 into a test well on the Burger Plant property. Powerspan's CO2 

pilot unit will process a 1-megawatt (MW) slipstream from the company's 50-MW Electro-

Catalytic Oxidation (ECO®) commercial demonstration unit, which has proven effective in 

redudng sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, mercury, and fine particulate matter. The pilot 

program will demonstrate the ability of the CO2 capture process to be integrated with the ECO® 

multi-pollutant control process, and will confirm proems design and c<^t estimates. 

'To our kr\owledge, this will be the firet time Ihat combined CO2 capture and sequestration 

from a conventional pulverized coal-fired power plant will be demoitstrated in the U.S. If 

successfully proven, this technology could help keep existing coal-fired power plants 

economically competitive in a carbon-constrained world," said Frank Alix, chairman and CEO 

of Powerspan. 

-more-
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"Based on the encouraging results of the commercial demonstration of the ECO system, we are 

pleased that the Burger Plant is also one of the first sites in the country where there is the 

potential to test CO2 capture and sequestration at the same time>" said Guy L. Pipitone, senior 

vice president of FirstEnergy and president of FirstEnergy Solutioi^. 

Both test programs are moving forward with tiie help of the U.S. DOE's National Energy 

Technology Laboratory (NETL). Under a cooperative research and developmeiit agreement 

(CRADA), Powerspan is developing a cost-effective CO2 removal process for coal-based power 

plants. The regenerative process uses an ammonia-based solution to capture CO2 in flue gas 

and prepare it for subsequent sequestration; after regeneration the ammonia solution is 

recycled to capture additional CO2. Powerspan has conducted initial laboratory testing at the 

company's research &: development facility, with promising results. 

The carbon sequestration test project planned for the Burger Plant is one of about 25 prefects 

tiiat are being planned across the cotmtry by the DOE to test the corrunercial viability of carbon 

sequestration as a CO2 storage method. In Ohio, DOE is working with MRCSP, a 30-member 

team led by Battelle, a leader in science and technology with over a decade of research on CO2 

capture and storage technologies. The Burger Plant test project will involve geological site 

characterization to determine potential suitability for carbon sequestration in the area. If test 

results prove favorable, next steps involve obtaining permits required to drill a test well/ 

followed by injection of a small amount of CO2 into the well. 

Powerspan Corp., a clean-energy technology company based in Portsmoutlv New Hampshire, 

is engaged in the development and commercialization of proprietary multi-poUutant control 

technology for the electric power industry. Viat www.powerspan.com for more information. 

### 
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FIRSTENERGY TO INSTALL EMISSION CONTROL 
TECHNOLOGY AT R. E. BURGER PLANT 

Akron, Ohio - FirstEnergy Corp. (NYSE: FE) announced today that FirstEnergy 

Generation Corp. plans to install an Electro-Catalytic Oxidation (ECO®) system on units 4 

and 5 of its R. E. Burger Plant in Shadyside, Ohio. Combined, the units produce 312 

megawatts (MW) of electricity, or enough to serve approximately 190,000 homes. 

ECO is a multipollutant control technology for coal-based electric generating plants 

that was developed by Powerspan Corp., a New Hampshire-based clean energy technology 

company in which FirstEnergy has a minority ownership interest. The Burger Plant ECO 

scrubber system will reduce sulfur dioxide, mercury, other gases resulting from combustion, 

and fine particulates. The ECO process also will produce a highly marketable ammonium 

sulfate fertilizer co-product that will be sold in the fertilizer market. 

Since early 2004, an ECO commercial demonstration unit has been operating 

successfully at the Burger Plant. It continues to operate and collect data regarding the ECO 

process. The Ohio Coal Development Office, a program ofthe Ohio Air Quality Development 

Authority, has been a major supporter ofthe ECO demonstration, contributing more than 

$5.5 million to the project. 
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"We believe installing ECO enhances the viability ofthe Burger Plant and gives 

us more flexibili^ in oiu- use of eastem coal," said Richard R, Grigg, executive vice 

president and chief operating officer for FirstEnergy. "In addition, we believe that ECO 

provides a cost-effective method for meeting environmental regulations, including the 

Clean Air Interstate Rule and the Clean Air Mercury Rule." 

In 2005, FirstEnergy announced plans to install ECO on its 215-MW Unit 4 ofthe 

Bay Shore Plant in Oregon, Ohio. The decision to install ECO at the Burger Plant instead 

will result in additional scrubbed megawatts and better fits the coal-purchasing strategy 

for both plants. 

Design engineering for the new Burger Plant ECO system will begin in 2007 with 

an anticipated start-up during the first quarter of 2011. The estimated cost ofthe system 

is approximately $168 million. 

Because FirstEnergy is planning to mstall Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction 

technology at the Burger Plant to remove nitrogen oxides (NOx), the ECO unit will not 

be equipped with NOx controls. However, due to ECO's unique design capabilities, the 

NOx controls could be added later. 

Powerspan also is developing a carbon-capture process - known as EC02^"- that 

has demonstrated the capability to capture significant amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2) in 

a laboratory environment. Pilot scale testing of this new technology is expected to begin 

at the Burger Plant in early 2008. The goal of this test project is to capture power plant 

CO2, transport it to an 8,000-foot test well that was drilled at the Burger Plant earlier this 

year, and then sequester it underground. It could be the first such program to 

demonstrate both CO2 capture and sequestration at a conventional coal-fired power plant. 



FirstEnergy is a diversified energy company headquartered in Akron, Ohio. Its 

subsidiaries and affiliates are involved in the generation, transmission, and distribution of 

electricity, as well as energy management and other energy-related services. Its seven 

electric utility operating companies comprise the nation's fifth largest investor-owned 

electric system, based on 4.5 million customers served within a 36,100-square-mile area 

of Ohio, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey; and Its generation subsidiaries control more than 

14,000 megawatts of capacity. 

Powerspan Corp., a clean-energy technology company based in Portsmouth, New 

Hampshire, is engaged in the development and commercialization of proprietary multi-

pollutant control technology for the electric power industry. 

Fonvard-Looking Statements: This news release includes forward-looking statements based on information 
currently available to management. Such statements are subject to certain risks and uncertainties. These stMements 
typically contain, but are not limited to, the terms "anticipate," "potential," "expect," "believe," "estimate" and similar 
words. Actual results m ^ differ materially due to the speed and nature of increased competition and deregulation in the 
electric utility industry, economic or weather conditions affecting future sales and margins, changes in markets for 
energy services, changing energy and commodity market prices, replacement power costs being higher than anticipated 
or inadequately hedged, the continued ^ility of FirstEnergy's regulated utilities to collect transition and other charges 
or to recover increased transmission costs, maintenance costs being higher than anticipated, legislative and regulatory 
changes (including revised environmental requirements), and the legal and regulatory changes resulting from the 
implanentation of flie Environmental Policy Act of 2005 (including, but not limited to, die repeal ofthe Public Utility 
Holding Company Act of 193S), the uncertainty ofthe timing and amounts ofthe capital expenditures needed to, 
among other things, implement the Air Quality Compliance Flan (including that such amounts could be higher than 
anticipated) or levels of emission reductions related to the Consent Decree resolving the New Source Review litigation, 
adverse regulatory or legal decisions and outcomes (including, but not limited to, the revocation of necessary licenses 
or operating permits and oversight) by the NRC (including, but not limited to, the Demand For Information issued to 
FENOC on May 14,2007) and the various state public utility commissions as disclosed in our SEC filings, the timing 
and outcome of various proceedings before the PUCO (including, but not limited to, the Distribution Rate Cases for the 
Ohio Companies and the successful resolution ofthe issues remanded to die PUCO by the Ohio Supreme Court 
regarding the Rate Stabilization Plan) and the PPUC (including the transition rate plan filings for Met-Ed and Penelec 
and the Pennsylvania Power Company Default Service Plan filit^), the continuing availability and operation of 
generating units, the ability of generating units to continue to operate at, or near full edacity, the inability to 
accomplish or realize anticipated benefits from strategic goals (including employee workforce mitiatives), the 
anticipated b^efits from voluntary pension plan contributions, die ability to improve electric commodity mai^ins and 
to experience growth in the distribution business, the ability to access the public securities and other capita! markets 
and the cost of such capital, the outcome, cost and other effects of present and potential legal and administrative 
proceedings and claims related to the August 14, 2003 regional pow^ outage, the successful structuring and 
completion of a potential sale and leaseback transaction for Bruce Mansfield Unit 1 currently under consideration by 
management, any final adjustment in the purchase price per share under tiie accelerated share repurchase prograra 
announced March 2,2007, the risks and other factors discussed from time to time in our SEC filings, and oth^ similar 
fadors. We expressly disclaim any current intention to update any forward-looking statements contained hereui as a 
result of new information, future events, or otherwise. 
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AMP-Ohio Finalizes Plans for Powerspan Emission Control Technology at Proposed Plant 

(COLUMBUS) American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. (AMP-Ohio) has committed to the use of 

Powerspan emissions control technology on the proposed American Mimicipal Power Generating Station 

(AMPGS) Project and has executed a memorandum of understanding with The Andersons, Inc. 

(NASDAQ:ANDE) to process and market the ammonium sulfate fertilizer by-product ofthe process. The 

project is under development near the Ohio River in southem Meigs County, Ohio. 

In October 2005, AMP-Ohio and its parmers, the Blue Ridge Power Agency (Blue Ridge) and Michigan 

South Central Power Agency (MSCPA), announced plans for the new electric power plant. The proposed 

1,000 megawatt (MW) facility will utilize pulverized coal and incorporate the best ofthe latest generation 

of available and proven emissions control technology to ensure that it meets or exceeds all environmental 

regulations and emissions limitation requirements. Once on-line, it will be one ofthe cleanest facilities of 

its type in the nation. 

Developed and patented by Powerspan Corp. the pollutant control technology achieves outlet emissions 

levels at or below those of best available control technologies and produces a valuable fertilizer co-product 

instead of synthetic gypsum produced from traditional limestone scrubbing technologies. The AMPGS 

facility will use the ECO-SO2 technology to control sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions with co-benefits for 

control of mercury and particulate matter. The use of Powerspan technology will greatly reduce the annual 

volume of material from the power plant that needs to be placed in a landfill. In addition, the Powerspan 
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system will be designed with features that allow for future expansion to make the plant "CO2 capture 

ready," preparing the plant for the possibility of future CO2 emission limits. 

"AMP-Ohio originally announced our intent to pursue Powerspan technology at AMPGS last November," 

said AMP-Ohio President/CEO Marc Gerken, PE. "At that time, we made the final decision contingent 

upon a technology study and contractual discussions. Since then, we have conducted due diligence, 

completing the study that determined that the Powerspan technology is a good fit for the AMPGS project. 

We*re pleased to be working with Powerspan and The Andersons and look forward to moving forward with 

the permitting on the new facility." 

The AMP-Ohio Board of Trustees has adopted a resolution declaring the organization's intent to utilize 

Powerspan at the AMPGS facility and approved a memorandum of understanding with The Andersons. The 

Andersons will handle processing and sale ofthe fertilizer by-product produced by the emission control 

system. 

"We are very pleased with the successful outcome of AMP-Ohio's due diligence and their commitment to 

proceed with ECO on the new Meigs County plant," said Frank Alix, CEO of Powerspan. "We believe that 

ECO is the most advanced environmental control technology commercially available today, which will not 

only minimize air emissions and production of landfill waste, but also prepare the plant to add CO2 

emission controls if required by future regulations." 

"We are pleased to partner with AMP-Ohio on this important and environmentally pro-active project," said 

Mike Anderson, President and CEO of The Andersons, Inc. "We are excited to be part of this project and a 

member ofthe AMP-Ohio and Powerspan team." 

Denny Addis, President ofthe company's Plant Nutrient Group added: "Powerspan's state ofthe art multi-

pollution control technology promises to produce high quality ammonium sulfate plant nutrient for our 

Midwest customer base. Serving AMP-Ohio's plant nutrient operational and distribution needs is a natural 

extension to our core production and distribution business." 

AMP-Ohio filed the air permit-to-install application with the Ohio EPA in May 2006. Additional major 

path permit applications were filed in May 2007, including Ohio Power Siting Board generation 

application, Army Corps of Engineers Section 10/404 permit, OEPA 401 certification, solid waste permit-

to-install, NPDES permit. 
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In May 2004, Powerspan and the Department of Energy's (DOE) National Energy Technology Laboratory 

announced a cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) to develop a cost effective CO2 

removal process for coal-based power plants. The regenerative process uses an anunonia-based solution to 

capture CO2 in fiue gas and prepare it for subsequent sequestration; the ammonia solution is recycled after 

regeneration. In September 2005, FirstEnergy and Powerspan announced plans to pilot test the CO2 

capture process at the R.E. Burger Plant, with testing scheduled to begin m late 2007 or early 2008. Initial 

cost estimates developed by the DOE indicate that the ammonia-based process could provide significant 

savings compared to commercially available amine-based CO2 capture technologies. AMP-Ohio is a 

partner in that pilot program. 

###### 

About AMP-Ohio - AMP-Ohio is the Columbus, Ohio-based nonprofit wholesale power supplier and services provider for 121 member 
municipal electric systems in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Virginia, West Virginia and Michigan. The organization provides a diverse mix in its 
wholesale generation resources, which in addition to fossil fuel, includes wind, hydroelectric, landfill gas and distributed generation. 
www.amt3-ohio.ors 

About Powerspan- Powerspan Corp., a clean-energy technology company based in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is engaged in the 
development and commercialization of proprietary multi-pollutant control technology for the electric power industry, www.powerspan.com 

About The Andersons, Inc. - J h e Andersons, Inc. is a diversified company with interests in the ̂ ain, ethanol and plant nutrient sectors of 
U.S. agriculture, as well as in railcar leasing and repair, turf products production, and general merchandise retailing. Founded in Maumee, 
Ohio, in 1947, the company now has operations in seven U.S. stales plus rail leasing interests in Canada and Mexico. For more, visit The 
Andersons online at H->Pw. andersonsinc. com. 
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